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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
POINT I. APPELLANTS OR THEIR SUBCONTRACTORS COMMENCED WORK ON 
OR FURNISHED MATERIALS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 
PRIOR TO AMERICAN SAVINGS1 FIRST RECORDING OF THE 
TRUST DEED ON THE PROPERTY 9 
Appellants contend that there was sufficient evidence 
presented at trial to indicate that work had begun or materials 
furnished for the construction of the Oakhills Condominium 
project. Appellants further contend that the materials furnished 
meet the statutory requirements and that work began prior to 
Respondents1 trust deed being recorded. 
POINT II. AMERICAN SAVINGS1 TRUST DEED WAS NOT VALIDLY 
ACKNOWLEDGED SO AS TO PERMIT IT TO BE LAWFULLY 
RECORDED, AND WAS THEREFORE NOT VALIDLY RECORDED...12 
Appellants contend that Respondents' trust deed was not 
validly acknowledgedr that it was recorded with essential terms 
being left blankf which resulted in an effective trust deed being 
recorded. Appellants further contend that the defective trust 
deed did not impart constructive notice. 
Appellants contend that evidence was presented at trial to 
burst the bubble of Respondents1 presumption that the trust deed 
was not validly acknowledgedr which evidence stands unrebutted. 
Appellants further contend that their mechanics liens take 
priority over Respondents' trust deed as a result of further 
- vii-
errors and omissions. 
Appellants finally contend that the standard of strict 
statutory compliance which has governed the requirements for 
acknowledgments in criminal matters and with regard to mechanics 
liens should also be applied to trust deeds in civil matters and 
that the purpose of the acknowledgment does not vary according to 
whatever document it is attached. 
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STATEMENT OP THE NATURE OP THE CASE 
Respondent American Savings and Loan Association brought this 
action seeking to recover sums due for construction loans by 
foreclosing an alleged trust deed covering the real property 
located in Salt Lake County claiming priority over the mechanics 
liens of Appellants. This is an appeal from a judgment entered 
in favor of Respondents and against Appellants regarding the 
acknowledgment of Respondent's trust deed and the priority of its 
trust deed over Appellants' mechanics liens. 
A. Parties 
Mast Construction Company was substituted for Debenham 
Electric Supply Company and Ron Mast was substituted for 
Intermountain Glass and Paintf Inc. f and Marathon Steel Company,, 
(R-II-118)(R-III-1182). For all practical purposes in this brief, 
- 2 -
American Savings and Loan Association is the Respondent in this 
matterf with Ron Mast and Mast Construction Company being the 
Appellants, 
B. References 
This matter consists of three (3) volumes of Record and six 
(6) volumes of Transcript and Judge's Ruling. Reference to the 
record will be made by (R)
 r reference to the Transcript and 
Judge's Ruling will be made by (T) with a hyphen then a Roman 
Numeral (Ir IIr IHr IVf V or VI) and then a page number to 
indicate the appropriate page and volume of the record, or 
transcript and judge's ruling. For purposes of brevity and 
clarityf the briefs for cases C-85-3067f C-85-4885 and C-85-1607 
have been consolidated into Case Number C-85-1607r pursuant to 
order of the lower court. (R-I-100) 
DISPOSITION OF CASE IN LOWER COURT 
In a pre-trial summary judgment hearing Judge Hanson held 
that Respondents' trust deed is effective even though it was 
recorded only being partially completed when recordedf and 
subsequently being amended and re-recorded. (T-I-3)
 f (T-I-4) & 
(T-I-9) . The Order reflecting this ruling was signed on June 19r 
1986. See (R-II-764) to 765) where in the Court consisely 
details the issues of fact and law remaining for consideration. 
At the conclusion of a two day non-jury trial, Judge Hanson 
held that since Respondents' trust deed was regular on its face 
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and conforms to the format prescribed by statute (T-VI-21); that 
said trust deed was "executed completedr delivered and recorded 
in conformance with the intent of the parties." (R-III-1014 1[4) ; 
that at the time the trust deed was signed the persons signing 
the trust deed were not placed under oath (R-III-1-14 1(3) and did 
not otherwise acknowledge their signatures to the notary; and 
that although the notary did not see them sign the trust deed, 
may have been out of the room when the signing occurredr that the 
notarization of the trust deed was a valid acknowledgmentf that 
the trust deed was entitled to be recordedf and that it 
adequately imparted notice from April 8f 1983 f the date of its 
recordation (T-VI-21)
 f (T-VI-28) r (T-VI-29) & (R-III-1014 to 
1015)• On the issue of priority of Respondents1 trust deed over 
Appellants1 mechanics liens, the court held that regardless of 
whether the electrical panel and coil of wire were placed on the 
jobsite prior to April 8f 1983 they did not impart sufficient 
notice demonstrating the commencement of work or furnishing of 
materials prior to April 8f 1983 pursuant to 38-1-5 UCA, 1953. 
(T-VI-25 to 26) & (R-III-1014 to 1015 1f3) , (T-IV-1648) . 
Various of the defendants filed Motions Objecting to the 
Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Lawf moved for a New 
Trialf and to Amend the Judgment (R-II-831) f (R-II-845), 
(R-II-870) , (R-III-985) , (R-III-988) , (R-III-1006) . The Court 
denied said motions entering its Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
of Law on August 27
 f 1986 (R-III-1012) . Appellants filed a 
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motion for Rule 54(b) Certification Re Judgment on Priority 
Issues, which motion was heard on October 6r 1986. In an Order 
for Entry of Pinal Judgment dated November 18f 1986 R-III-117 5) 
the Court held that the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
were a final determination of the lien priority issues; that said 
issues would be appealable but for other issues remaining to be 
decided in the case; that there was no just reason for delaying 
the appeal of the lien priority claims; and that pursuant to Rule 
54(b) URCP there existed no just reason fdr delaying the entry of 
final judgment on the claims of lien priority, 
RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL 
Appellants seek an order determining that Respondents1 trust 
deed is invalid and therefore lien holders have priority over the 
trust deed because: (a) essential provisions were omitted (name 
of trusteef amount and terms of loanf etc); (b) the notarization 
did not comply with minimum statutory requirements; and (c) 
Respondents' do not have standing to sue. Alternativelyf 
Appellants seek a new trial. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
A. American Savings loaned money to Oakhills Partnership. 
American Savings loaned money to Oakhills Partnershipf secured by 
a deed of trust ("TRUST DEED") for the construction of the 
Oakhills Condominiums. (T-II-1309). 
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B. American Savings1 Trust Deed signed March 28, 1983. 
Evidence in this case indicates that Exhibit P-l, American 
Savings1 Trust Deed was signed on March 28, 1983. (T-II-1309) . 
C. American Savings1 Trust Deed was signed by Charles W. 
Akerlow and Richard J. Anderson. The trust deed further 
indicates that Exhibit P-l, was signed by Charles W. Akerlow and 
Richard J. Anderson who were the president and chairman of 
Pacific Western Industriesf the general partner of the Oakhills 
Partnership. (T-II-1309). 
D. The trustor/grantor, Oakhills Partnership, did not sign 
the trust deed. The signature of the Trustor/Grantorf Oakhills 
Partnershipr does not appear on that trust deed. Although the 
names of the Chairman and President of Pacific Western 
Industries, Inc., the general partner of Oakhills Partnership, 
are signed to the trust deed, they did not affix what purports to 
be the signature of either Oakhills Partnership or Pacific 
Western Industries, Inc. ("PACIFIC WESTERN"). See Exhibit P-l 
E. American Savings1 Trust Deed notarized by Jeffrey J. 
Jensen. The trust deed Exhibit P-lf was notarized by Jeffrey J. 
Jensen, a notary public, and title officer at Western States 
Title Company. (T-II-1309). Mr. Jensen testified that he did not 
have the custom of swearing the signators to documents before he 
notarized documents and that he often notarized signatures of 
persons who signed while he was not present. (T-VI-7-9, 14) , 
(T-V-4) . Mr. Jensen further testified that he had no 
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recollection as to whether Mr. Akerlow and Anderson appeared 
personally before him in this matter or of having required proof 
of a corporate resolution, although both Mr. Anderson and Akerlow 
were personally known to Mr. Jensen. (T-VI-6-7r 12). 
P. Western States Title handled closing. Western States 
Title Company was employed to handle the closing of the loan from 
American Savings & Loan to Oakhills Partners. Western's 
responsibilities included handling the preparationf execution and 
recording of the note and trust deed and issuance of a policy of 
title insurance from Tycor in favor of American Savings & Loan to 
insure that American Savings' trust deed was a first lien upon 
the Oakhills Condominium construction project. Western was 
further to be named (but was not) as the trustee in said trust 
deed. (R-I-145) . 
6. American Savings1 delayed recording of its Trust Deed. 
For reasons unknownf American Savings delayed recording Exhibit 
P-l , its trust deed on the Oakhills Condominium project for 11 
days. The record shows that the trust deed was recorded on April 
8f 1983. (T-II-1316). 
H. American Savings' Trust Deed was incomplete when 
recorded. When American Savings' Trust Deed was recorded on 
April 8, 1983 that it was incomplete. The trust deed was 
subsequently amended and re-recorded two timesf without new 
signatures or notarization being obtainedf in attempts to correct 
those deficiencies. The trust deed was deficient when recorded 
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in that Western omitted the name of the trusteer identification 
of the loan amountf termsf etc.f which it was intended to securef 
omitted the notary's place of residentr etc. (R-I-146, 234). 
I. Western's second re-recording of the trust deed. 
Although for purposes of priority over liensr Respondents claim 
nothing for their re-recording of the trust deed. On or about 
April 20, 1983, Westernf apparently discovering its error, 
inserted the loan amountf etc.f and caused the trust deed to be 
re-recorded without being re-signed or re-notarized. The name of 
the trustee had still been omitted from the second recorded trust 
deed. (R-I-146f 243) 
J- Western's third re-recording of the trust deed. On or 
about April 26, 1983, Western discovered it had still omitted the 
name of the trustee and inserted the name of the trustee without 
the trust deed being resigned or re-notarized and caused the 
trust deed to be again re-recorded. (R-I-147r 252) 
K. Recording data for the 4-8-83 recording crossed out in 
County Recorder's records. The recording information such as the 
date of recordingf bookf page and entry number on the trust deed 
recorded April 8r 1983 were crossed off by the County Recorder 
when the document was re-recorded. The trust deedf with the 
crossed out information was recordedf thus giving the indication 
that the first recording had been canceled and was no longer 
effective. (R-I-234) . If the first recording is rescinded by 
the second recording then lien claimants have priority over the 
~ 8 -
trust deed. 
L. Corporate seal is missing. The corporate seal of the 
grantorf (see 16-10-4(c)f UCA, 1953) is missing from American 
Savings1 trust Deed. Without a corporate seal the corporate 
signature is invalid. 
M. Lower Court held 4-8-83 Trust deed valid. Judge Hanson 
held that American Savings' trust deed of 4-8-83 was valid 
notwithstanding its deficiencies. (T-I-3f 9) f (T-II-1316-1317). 
N. Appellant Hast Construction Company is the general 
contractor. Appellant Mast Construction Company was the general 
contractor for the Oakhills Condominium construction project. 
Mast Construction filed a mechanics lien on the project and it 
and Ron Mast purchased other liens. 
0. Lower Court held defendants1 mechanics liens valid, but 
not superior to American Savings1 trust deed. (R-III-1014 118) . 
LEGAL ARGUMENT 
POINT I. APPELLANTS OR THEIR SUBCONTRACTORS COMMENCED WORK ON 
OR FURNISHED MATERIALS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 
PRIOR TO AMERICAN SAVINGS1 FIRST RECORDING OF THE 
TRUST DEED ON THE PROPERTY. 
A. Work commenced or materials furnished prior to April 8, 
1983. Appellants contend that work was commenced onf or 
materials furnished by its subcontractors for the construction of 
the Oakhills Condominiums prior to April 8f 1983f the first 
recording date of American Savings1 trust deed. The testimony of 
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Ron Mast indicates that he stopped by the project site on April 
8f 1983. While there he saw the coil of electrical cable and the 
temporary power panelf left there by the subcontractor ETC, all 
of which was a part of Mast's duties in performing its 
construction contract. (T-II-1414-1416). Testimony of Dave 
Hammons of ETC indicates that he did indeed drop off said 
material on the 6th of April, 1983. (T-III-1506, 1508-1510), 
(T-II-1515-1516) . Roger Mast, also inspected the property on 
April 8, 1983 and viewed the electrical cable and power panel for 
the construction project. (T-II-1454-1455) . Testimony further 
indicated that temporary power was necessary in the construction 
of the Oakhills Condominiums. (T-II-1420-1421) . American Savings 
failed to inspect the property to see if work had commenced 
before the trust deed was recorded. There was no evidence to 
rebut said testimony. 
B. The work performed or materials furnished meets 
requirements of 38-l-5r OCA. Since the ETC April 6, 1983 date is 
prior to American Savings' first recording of their incomplete 
trust deed, and since the work performed and/or materials 
furnished meets the requirements of 38-1-5 UCA, 1953, then 
Appellants' liens have priority over the trust deed of American 
Savings. ETC's dropping of the temporary power panel and coil of 
electrical cable directly related to the construction project, 
since without temporary power, construction would not be 
feasible. See West, v.,..RinJEfitonr 44 U. 123, 138 P. 1152 (1914); 
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Western Mortage Loan Corp. v. Cottonwood Const. Co., 18 Utah 2d 
409r 424 P.2d 437 (1967)(Court squarely held that in order for 
work to give rise to lien priority, the work must directly relate 
to the structure that was to be built upon the land). Supplying 
the essential element of temporary power certain relates directly 
to the structure. FirsL.ofi penye^.^jjlprta. ^ylRB^Klfi.n.y,tB,r C9i, .J., 
Zundel, 600 P.2d 521 (Utah 197 9)(mechanics1 lien attaches when 
visible signs of construction occurf i.e.f furnishing of 
materials for construction, but does not include pre-construction 
architectural, soil testing, survey or other pre-construction 
work); Calder_ BxPS. •Y.^ ...&nflfittB.P.n* 652 P.2d 922 (Utah 1982) 
(purpose of mechanics1 lien act is to protect contractors and 
others who add directly to the value of the property of another 
by their materials or labor. The phrase "commencement to do 
work" is to be liberally construed in favor of lien claimants and 
relates back to the the date of commencement of the first work 
involved for the structure, but does not apply to cleanup and 
painting) . In the case at bar the temporary power was essential 
necessary to the construction of the building. Djjcketfc, y;, 01 sen,. 
699 P.2d 734 (Utah 1985)(contractors or subcontractors performing 
labor or furnishing materials for construction are entitled to 
lien upon the property). Pre-construction acts of clearing, 
grubbing, or grading the land do not rise to the level of 
commencement of work, nor are such acts sijniliar to the acts that 
occurred in this matter. 
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C. Respondents had duty to, but failed to inspect jobsite on 
or before April 8r 1983. Testimony in this matter indicated that 
it was the custonw practice and duty for Western States Title 
Company to inspect the site itself. The purpose of the 
inspection was to note any visible sings of commencement of 
construction. (T-VI-15-16). Although it was acknowledged that 
such a duty existedr it was also acknowledged that no such 
inspection was made. (T-VI-16) . Thereforef Respondents through 
their own neglectr failed to determine whether work had or had 
not commenced on the project site prior to recording the trust 
deed. Respondents1 arguments that the electrical cable and power 
panel did not impart adequate noticer even if they had gone to 
inspect the side are without merit. 
D. Court found that even if work had begun prior to April 8, 
1983r that it did not impart notice. (T-VI-26) , (R-III-1012). 
The Court held that the coil electrical cable and power panel did 
not impart notice to a reasonable personf although Respondents 
failed to inspect the site as a reasonable person would have. 
POINT II. AMERICAN SAVINGS' TRDST DEED WAS NOT VALIDLY 
ACKNOWLEDGED SO AS TO PERMIT IT TO BE LAWFULLY 
RECORDED, AND WAS THEREFORE NOT VALIDLY RECORDED. 
The question presented to this court for consideration is 
simply; If someone signs a stack of papers in a room while the 
notary is in and out of the room during the signing and the 
notary fails to put the party under oath and no other act is done 
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to evidence the acknowledgment other than signingf is it 
necessary to do something more than just sign the document to 
have a valid notarization? Appellants contend that had the 
notary made any effort to have the signators verify or 
acknowledge the truthfulness of the documents and that they had 
signed them that the notarization would have probably been 
effective. Howeverf the notary1s mere act of signing on the 
correct line falls short of the statutory requirements for a 
valid notarization. 
Testimony in this case indicates the following: 
A. Notary has no recollection. 
1. Re: notarization of trust deed. (T-V-5r 6),(T-VI-6). 
2. Re: whether Akerlow and/or Anderson personally 
appeared before him or were present when he notarized trust deed. 
(T-VI-7, 9) , 
3. Re: whof if anyone was present. (T-VT-4). 
4. Re: putting parties under oath. (T-VI-7). 
5. Re: receiving a corporate resolution (T-VI-9, 10). 
6. Re: the closing itself. (T-V-9) , (T-VI-4) . 
7. Re: whether Akerlow or Anderson had already signed 
the trust deed when it was presented for notarization. 
(T-V-4-5) . 
8. Re: whether he saw the trust deed before or after 
the closing. (T-V-5). 
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B. Notary's custom or practice. 
1. Not customary to place signators under oath. 
(T-VI-7)
 # 
2. Would acknowledge signatures without any proof of 
identification. (T-VI-7) . 
3. Not always present to witness the signing of the 
documents which he later notarizes. (T-V-3f 4) f (T-VI-8) . 
4. Has no practice of swearing of a signer of a 
document, or requiring a separate oath as to corporate authority. 
(T-VI-8f 9) . 
5. Would notarize signatures of persons with whom he was 
familiar without requiring them to sign in his presence. 
(T-VI-11). 
6. Was one of the persons responsible to check trust 
deed for errors. (T-VI-12-13). 
7. Tended to be less formal with persons with whom he 
had had a number of dealings. (T-V-10-11). 
8. Did not to inspect the job site if the notary was 
familiar with the developer. (T-V-ll-12) , (T-VI-14) . 
C. Trust deed not signed in presence of notary. The 
testimony of Charles W. Akerlow is that he signed American 
Savings1 trust deed in his own officer not that of Western States 
Title Company and that he signed in the presence of Richard 
Anderson but not in the presence of a notary publicf and when he 
signed the trust deed all of the blanks had not yet been filed 
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in. (T-III- 1379-1383, 1399). Mr. Akerlow testified that he did 
not appear before Mr. Jensen to acknowledge his signature. 
(T-III-1380). 
The deposition of Mr. Anderson datfed June 19f 1986 f and 
stipulated to be part of the record reveals that the Notary, Mr. 
Jensen was not present when Mr. Anderson signed the trust deed. 
Rather Mr. Anderson stated that Mr. Jensen was in and out of the 
room during the entire signing process. Mr. Anderson further 
stated the notary had never sworn him or put him under oath. 
(Deposition of Richard James Anderson, 6/19/86 P 17 L 20-22, P 25 
L 2-8.) Neither Mr. Akerlow nor Mr. Anderson ever stated that 
they had been put under oath by the notary. 
The minute book for Pacific Western Industries does not 
contain minutes of a board of directors1 meeting for February 
1st, 1983, the date of the purported corporate resolution. 
(T-III-1395). Further Mr. Akerlow did not insert the titles 
under his or Mr. Andersonfs name and when he signed the trust 
deed, no such titles appeared. (T-III-1398-1399). Under 
68-3-12(3) & 68-3-12(4), UCAf 1953f for the typewritten names of 
Oakhills Partnership and of Pacific Western to constitute their 
signature it would be necessary for them to be written by an 
authorized person with intent to "authenticate" the trust deed. 
Mr. Akerlow1s testimony demonstrates that Pacific Western never 
did sign the name of Oakhills Partnership to the trust deed. 
Addition of those names by some unidentified person at a later 
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time does not rise to the level of an "authentication" by an 
authorized party. 
D. Trust deed signed in blank. A mortgage that is signed 
in blank and later filled out by one not authorized to do so is 
invalid. See fi,, Ilt9TOBfiftfti ^ P T O S P ^ ^ ^ P a 9 e 86 § 
4673. The manner in which Mr. Akerlow signed the corporate 
resolution does not rise to the level of obtaining approval of 
the board of directors of the corporation. See Davis,, v. 3B.eeit.fr 
y^y,^P]aBfiP^,fift>r 558 P.2d 594 (Utah 1976). Essential averments 
that are omitted in a notice of lien are incapable of being 
supplied by subsequent averments or extrinsic evidence r and for a 
lien to be effectiver it must substantially comply with the 
statutory requirements. Morrison, Merrill & Co.. v,.„_WUlardf 17 
U. 306 r 53 P. 832 (1898). The issue in this action is analagous 
to n^Mm^MUMi iflMRffft- In that case the trust deed was 
signed in blankf however it failed to contain a statement of the 
terms, time given and conditions of the contractf which 
the parties attempted to insert at a later time without proper 
authorization or acknowledgment. The Court held that the 
omission of these essential terms cannot later be supplied by 
averments in a complaint or by extrinsic evidence. Respondents' 
trust deed does not substantially comply with the statutory 
requirements and therefore cannot be recognized to impart notice 
to third parties. 
E. Notarization of trust deed defective. The notarization 
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performed by Jensen is defective in that it does not include the 
"place of residence" of Jensen as required by 46-1-8, UCAf 1953 
and 57-2-1 et seq. , OCAf 1953. (R-I-422) . See ^Jg.^xl^fiffifi-Qnr 
43 B.R. at 813 (Utah 1984)(Court required strict compliance with 
statutory requirements for acknowledgments of instruments 
affecting property). 
P. Strict compliance with statutes required. Strict 
compliance with the notarization requirements of 46-1-8f UCA 
1953
 f 57-1-6 UCAf 1953f 57-3-1 UCAf 1953f 57-3-2 UCA, 1953 f 
57-2-7 UCAf 1953 and 68-3-12 UCA,1953 are necessary to create a 
valid and recordable trust deed. 
1) Requirements for acknowledgments. 46-1-8 UCA 
requires that on "all acknowledgments, oaths affirmations and 
instruments of every kind taken by a certified notary public he 
shall affix his signature his official title and his place of 
residence and the date on which his commission expires. In the 
present case, the notary failed to comply with the statutory 
requirements by neglecting to list his place of residence. 
2) Imparts notice only if acknowledged properly. 57-1-6 
UCA states that in order for it to impart notice, every 
instrument of writing setting for an agreement to to convey real 
estate to operate as notice to third persons such writing "shall 
be proved or acknowledged and certified in the manner prescribed 
by this title and recorded..." Counsel for Respondents has 
admitted that the notary, Mr. Jensen was in and out of the room 
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during the signing of the documents. (R-III-1636) . Certainly 
American Savings1 trust deed was not acknowledged and certified 
in the manner prescribed by law. 
3) Does not impart notice if not properly acknowledged. 
57-3-1 and 57-3-2 OCA state that for an instrument of writing 
affecting real estate to impart noticef it must be duly executed 
and verified according to law. If such a document is duly 
executed and verified pursuant to lawf then it is entitled to be 
recorded. As indicatedr the trust deed was never verified and 
not properly acknowledged and therefore was not entitled to be 
recorded. Howeverf notwithstanding the fact that the trust deed 
was recorded it could not impart the requisite notice since the 
recordation was ineffective due to the defects existing in it. 
A defective deedr i.e.f one that is not properly 
acknowledged, even if recordedf cannot and does not impart 
constructive notice. ThQTOPSQEL QXk .Real, Property,., §3300
 f pages 
514-5. 
4) Form for proper acknowledgment requires affirmation. 
57-2-7 UCA says that "A certificate of acknowledgment to any 
instrument in writing affecting the title to any real property in 
this state may be substantially in the following form:" and then 
it gives the form. This section also gives a list of those who 
are authorized to take acknowledgments to deeds. The section 
readsf in relevant partf as follows: 
The proof or acknowledgment of every conveyance whereby any 
real estate is conveyed or may be affected shall be taken by 
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someone of following officers: 
(1) If acknowledged or proved within this statef by a judge or clerk or a court having a sealr or a 
notary public, county clerk or county recorder. 
All persons listed in this provision are authorized to administer 
oaths: a judge may administer oaths under Section 78-7-17(4) UCAf 
1953; a clerk may administer oaths under Rule 79(d)(12) , URcivP; 
a county recorder may administer oaths pursuant to Section 
17-21-6 UCAf 1953; and a notary may administer oaths under 
Section 46-1-5 UCAf 1953. The only logical explanation for 
restricting those entitled to take acknowledgments to those 
entitled to administer oaths is that the legislature intended the 
person taking the acknowledgment to swear the person 
acknowledging the deed. 
The interpretation placed on these statutes is also supported 
by the general rule as found in Thompson on Real Property, § 3303 
which states: "An acknowledgment to a deed requires an officer 
with statutory authority to administer the oathf and actual 
taking of the oath..." At page 527. 
5) Definition of oath, swear and affirm. 6 8-3-12(2) 
OCA deals with and defines oath and swearing which includes and 
means affirmation or affirming. Neither Akerlow nor Anderson 
were required to take an oath, affirm or swear in connection with 
the signing of the trust deed. 
6) Requirements for valid notarization. R. S. McKnight 
7.n 8m$„Mn$rA9fL:&' 382 p-2d 726 < u t a h 1963) sets forth the four 
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requirements need for a valid notariztion:. 
1) an oath or solemn declaration; 
2) a manifestation of an intent to be bound by a statement 
or act, but something more than just signing the document; 
3) the signature; and 
4) an acknowledgment by an authorized person that the oath 
was taken. 
In the case at bar the trust deed was signedr and notarizedf 
although the validity of the notarization is in dispute. There 
was no oath or solemn declaration given or a manifestation of an 
intent to be bound. Respondents1 failure to comply with only two 
of the four requirements invalidates the notarization of the 
trust deed making it invalid and ineffective. 
7) Case law construing notarizations in civil matters. 
in R,.gA..Rg^flhfr.,.^ nmti.JMMM.fr 382 P.2d 726 (Utah 1963) , a 
civil not a criminal casef the the individual appeared before the 
notary and signed the documentr however the document was not 
notarized at that time. The Court held that the individuals 
subsequent act of having his agent fill in the document and 
taking it back to the notaryf and the individual reconfirming by 
telephone from Denver to the notary that that he had signed and 
acknowledged the documentf thereupon having the notary notarize 
the document created a valid notarization. In the case at barf 
nothing more was done than to sign some documents while the 
notary was in and out of the room. Had the notary sworn the 
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s ignors to the t rus t deed subsequent to t h e i r s igning in some 
mannerf the notar iza t ion would have probably been e f f e c t i v e as i t 
was in aSlaMlJU^aE£§-
In HiffJBBAaftAf A M * T h e C o u r t s ta ted that the purpose of an 
oath was to 
avoid a v i o l a t i o n of a pledge or promise. I t i s to become 
secure against profanation or c o r r u p t i o n or breach. In i t s 
broadest sense the term "oath" i s used to include a l l forms 
of a t t e s t a t i o n by which one s i g n i f i e s that he i s bound in 
good f a i t h to perform what i s demanded by the oath f a i t h f u l l y 
and t r u l y . jttmflftfift ^t»,ABffAtfn^,,,,fcft^8 9^» ,g^g^at iAm, ,^ ,Sh 
ftE£n.fl2fc.„8fiqBffiPSfl^ fry,„flB„1iffR^SfttAnCT- (emphasis added) 381 
P . 2 d a t 7 3 3 - 4 . 
8) Valid notarization requires strict statutory 
compliance. Such strict compliance is in harmony with already 
existing case law regarding analagous situations involving 
mechanics lien and affidavits in criminal matters. In all 
instances the same standard isf or should be applied to civil 
acknowledgments in trust deeds as that in criminal affidavits and 
mechanics liens. 
9) Cases construing mechanics liens. AAA Fencing. Co. v. 
R a A ^ L f t f i n . n n ^ X ^ f i P m ^ f e ^f l f l ., iMftlf Aft ifffl ' ' 7 1 4 P ' 2 d 2 8 9 ( U t a h 
1986)(mechanics1 liens are statutory creatures and strict 
compliance with the statute is required before a party is 
entitled to the benefits created by the statute); q,ar£f.,v.f Boise 
Cajgrnder 660 P.2d 721 (Utah 1983) (mechanics lien invalid as 
matter of law for failing to include name of person and because 
it was not properly verification. Verification created by 
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statute and strict compliance required. Doctrine of substantial 
compliance requires substantial compliance.); First., ..Security 
n«fcfeaftgft„.fiP,fl L 1 1 , ^ ^ g 3 ! p-2d 919 (Utah 1981) (requirements for 
verification of a mechanics lien were created by statute and 
proper verification is a mandatory condition precedent to the 
very creation and existence of a lien). Just as a mechanics lien 
and the acknowledgment thereof were statutory creatures so to are 
trust deeds. See 57-1-19 to 57-1-39 UCAf 1953. Thereforef strict 
compliance with the terms and requirements of the statute, which 
is the same standard adopted with regard to mechanics leinsf is 
the standard which the court is to apply to trust deeds. 
10) Cases construing criminal affidavits. Caiman v. 
affh^ flflAffian/, 680 p-2d 29 (utah 1984)(case involving revocation of 
drivers license for failure to submit to breathalyzer test. 
Officer singed his report in front of a notaryf but failed to 
verbally affirm or swear to the validity of the contents of the 
reportf thus causing it to be invalid. In a lengthy dissent 
Justice Oaks stated that this Court's holding requiring the 
affirmative act of swearing or affirming the document before the 
notary would "cause incalculable complications in the 
administration of criminal and civil law. (emphasis added). 
Justice Oaks further states that the Court's earlier holding in 
McKnightr supra was erroneous and that strict compliance with the 
literal and technical requirements of Spanglerf supra would 
"haunt the administration of every ... civil proceeding that 
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relies on oaths or sworn statements".) Respondents attempt to 
raise the same arguments stating that the purposes behind strict 
compliance for civil and criminal affidavits are different. The 
Court has already heardf analyzed and rejected that proposition 
as evidenced by Justice Oaks1 dissenting opinions in the Kelsfcen 
and figlffffln cases aflRftfl. Heist en . v ,„ ,Schw.endlman, 668 P.2d 509 
(Utah 1983)(a case dealing with revocation of a drivers license 
for failure to submit to a blood test. The statute required a 
sworn report. The officer signed the report out of the presence 
of the notary who notarized the report at some later date. Court 
held that since the report was not signed in the presence of the 
notaryr it was not validly sworn to and therefore invalid. 
Justice Oaks dissentedf claiming substantial compliance with the 
statutory requirements.); Wilcox Y, ftAll.ing.gr 438 P.2d 108 
(Kan. 1968) (a Kansas case cited with approval by in Hel.gt.en.. v>. 
SgteafiMimaai. supxa, involved a police officer filing out a 
criminal report in a situation where a man was charged with 
driving under the influence. The report was not sworn to by the 
officer before the notary. No notice was imparted as a result of 
the improper notarization); SBfrffig^ ey Y.*, P,^,Mt ,^ 9,1,1, •„P£„nW,t 
Lake. Court, 140 P.2d 755 (Utah 1943) (a criminal case in which the 
complaining witness appeared before a justice of the peace and 
signed a criminal complaint and did not take a formal oath. The 
Court held that just signing before a notary without more was 
insufficient). 
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6. Trust deed construed against draftor. As a general 
principal of law ambiguities in a mortgage are strictly construed 
against the party who was responsible for its drafting, in this 
case Respondent, American Savings. See ,.Thompson,, supxa.. P. 7 4 
§4670; ftflBfr ^nJRBhKftMB ,Y A RftKAfl * 559 P.2d 538 (Utah 1 9 7 7 ) . 
Applying that rule to the incomplete trust deedf American 
Savings1 trust deed was fatally ambiguous and defective. 
H. Absence of consideration voids trust deed. Whether the 
instrument is construed as a trust deed or a mortgage, it must 
recite the consideration to create a valid lien. The 
consideration is normally the amount of the loan. See Q^ 
ighi9BP,BgJB,nfflB RftflA.„,g^ «Bg.L^ y 45' § 4 6 6 3 (4th Ed- 1958); Summary of 
Utah Real Property Law, BYDr Vol. If Page 3 24 § 9.95; Abraham y,. 
Abraham, 15 U.2d 430, 394 P.2d 430 (Utah 1964). Just as in this 
case, the failure of the mortgage to recite the amount thereof 
renders the mortgage invalid as to third personsf and is 
insufficient to constitute notice of the existence of the debt. 
55 Am. Jur. 2d Mortgages P. 292 § 153; ftHUfifiK,, ^„„JRafet,gRft,ffiMB^ ' 
108 111 28; fig^L.Y.ft &aSLL£H£§' 129 Kan 135f 281 P. 921; F M ^ r s 
WAU,Afl^,Y,fi BfifcgyftKr 177 Okla 561f 61 P.2d 245; 145 ALR 369, 
381. 
I. Burden of establishing valid trust deed on Respondents. 
The burden of proof is always upon the party who seeks to 
establish a fact. The burden of proving the validity of the 
notarization isf and always has been upon upon Respondent 
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Respondents have the burden of demonstrating that the notary 
properly acknowledged the trust deed. Rule of Evidence 301 in 
Utah deals with presumptions and is substantially identical 
Rederal Rule of Evidence 301. FRE 301 makes it explicit that 
that a presumption does not shift the burden of proof or the 
burden of persuasion on a particular isstie. The burden remains 
throughout the trial upon the party on whom it was originally 
cast. 12 Fed. Proc. L. Ed.
 f §§33:67 r 33: 69. 
1) Respondents aided by presumption of validity. 
Respondents are aided in this burden by the presumption that 
notaries are presumed to have properly carried our the duties of 
their officef including the acknowledgment of documents. Eajrn 
$mftMngtimfr& ,fiftf.n, iPfiM Y,T ,fia.r,ngy* 605 p-2d 509 ( Idah0 isso. 
Howeverf a presumption is not evidencef and such a presumption 
disappears entirely upon the introduction of any contradicting 
evidence. When such evidence is introduced the existence or 
non-existence of the presumed fact is to be determined exactly as 
if no presumption had ever been operative in the action. Bank^o^ 
KagMRfltfffl..,.^ nBAAAfeflB„,fito^ fflA]iAf, lm*' 614 p-2d 1319 (Wash- A PP-
i960); ^fift^an,.^ril.gAffifl Samta* 680 p-2d 486 (Ariz- A P P - 1982) • 
2) Presumption of validity disappeared. In the present 
actionf the presumption that the notarial acts were validly 
accomplished was defeated by evidence and testimony to the 
contraryf shifting the burden to Respondents. In an analagous 
casef where there existed sufficient evidence to show that when 
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the certificate of acknowledgment was false and not merely 
incomplete the presumption of regularity in performance of 
notarial acts is overcome. R M ^l^M\\»MmM^S9nt IMM* X,r, 
Cflxiuey, 605 P.2d 509 (Idaho 1980). See also 12 Fed. Proc. L. Ed.
 f 
§33:68. Just as in the case at barf the presumption of 
regularity in performance of notarial acts is overcome where 
there is evidence that the notary failed to require that the 
trust deed be signed in his presence, failure to require an oath 
or affirmation etc. See E M iftttKfiflft- EAAftP£8 w„fi9^ Mri fa, 
Carney, 605 P.2d 509 (Idaho 1980). 
3) Respondents failed to rebut evidence of invalidity. 
Respondents have failed to rebut the evidence indicating the 
trust deed was not properly acknowledged with any type of 
credible evidence, although they had a burden to do so. 12 Fed. 
Proc. L.Ed., §33:69. 
J. Lower Court found trust deed properly acknowledged. 
Despite the testimony, evidence and case law, the lower court 
found that the trust deed on its face was validly acknowledgedf 
entitling it to be recorded and to impart notice. (T-VI-21) . 
Appellants allege that such a finding is contrary to the weight 
of the evidence and testimony. Appellants further contend that 
they have met the burden of demonstrating the the trust deed was 
not validly acknowledged and that the burden has now shifted to 
Respondents to demonstrate otherwise. 
CONCLUSION 
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CONCLUSION 
As a result of the improper acknowledgment of the trust deedf 
the notary1s failure to place the parties under oath or even 
witness the signing thereoff the failure to fill in the necessary 
blanks on the trust deed prior to recording and for re-recording 
the same trust deed three times without obtaining new signatures 
or notarizations thereoff Appellants believe that the lower 
Courtfs ruling that American Savings trust deed was valid is 
improper. This appears particularly true in light of the 
recording information such as the date of recordingf bookf page 
and entry number on the trust deed recorded April 8f 1983 being 
crossed off by the County Recorder when the document was re-
recorded thus giving the indication that the first recording had 
been canceled and was no longer effective. Surely such a 
cancellation does not impart the notice as required by statute. 
Furtherf Appellants believe that the acts and omissions by 
the notary caused the trust deed to be fatally defective making 
it incapable of being recorded or imparting notice to any third 
parties. As a resultf Appellants believe that their mechanics 
liensr which are validf have priority over American Savings1 
trust deed. Appellants further contend that having demonstrated 
that respondents1 trust deed was improperly acknowledged the 
burden of proof has shifted to Respondentsr and Respondents have 
failed to rebut said shifting burden with any credible evidence. 
Appellants respectfully move this Court for an order 
reversing the lower Court's and find that American Savings' trust 
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deed was not validly acknowledgedf that it was not validly 
recorded, that it did not impart notice to third partiesr that 
the materials furnished to the jobsite imparted notice to third 
partiesr and that Appellants" mechanics liens have priority over 
American Savings' trust deed. In the alternativef Appellants 
request that this matter be remanded for a new trial. 
Dated this 3rdL day of Junef 1987 
Hitnmrtnifti nnminfin) «* r 
ROnald C. Barkerf Attorney 
for Appellants 
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WHEN RICOtDtD MAIL TO 
atate Saving and Loan Aaoodatlm 
343 East Main Street 
Stockton, Calif. 95202 
377&6Q2 u ^ . PACE AROVE THIS UNI PQ» MtCOiTXM'% US* 
MULTIFAMILY DEED OF TRUST, 
ASSIGNMENT OF BENTS AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 
(Security far Ceawtractaaa Laaa Afreeatca*) 
THE DEED OF TRUST (hama "lastnimeat") • fl»de thit ......S&th ^ y ^ R|arC.tl _ 
If E3 .,i>ot|theTnMor/GfBMor. 0AKH1LLS PAaiMERSHIP.».AJttattiiarltad.JmrtiiarshiA. 
«aoK addmi «c/fl Pacific Vastarn..Iiidiiatr.laa»..iac.^ ..68..South Rain. Strmu -Salt laka .City, 
< herein -lonow") _ut*a ..guai 
». iJAIL .SaVIftfiS.Aaa tOAM ASSOCUI10R. 
(hema~Tn 
™— Caddresg omiti-Pri 
a -Corporation. ortanued aad existing aader ike law* of ...the StatTOf .California .„„ 
whoacaadicu» .343 East JklaStraeU-StocktoovCalifornia-.95201 
- - - (kerns -Leader") 
loaaowfs, m coandcranoa of the iadebiedacts hereia reated aad the ami kerem ore Had, iwewucahly grass. 
cpavtyt aad autgm 10 Trauee. m trwt. with power of tale, (the icaarhnld esute panaaat 10 • teaa? (ft 
the tomt.y Qf.Stlt Lake. 
. ia aad *>•} ike 
•of Utah 
See Exhibit m A \ attached hereto and Incorporated herein by 
reference• 
VTAH-ftMofeaiy.-im-fNMA/rHLMC IMtaa h 
Exhibit P- l 
Tocrrttsn with all buildings, improve menu and tenement now or hereafter erected on the property, and a l 
heretofore or hereafter vacated alleys and streets shutting the property, tad all easement*, rtgho, appurtenances, rents 
(subject however to the assignment of rent* to Lender hereto I. royalties mineral, ad aod gas rights and profits, water. 
water rights, aod water stocfc appurtenant to the property, and alt assures, machinery, equipment, engines, bowers, 
incinerators, building materials, appliances »nd goods of every nature whatsoever now or hrrearter located in, or on. 
or used, or intended to he used in connection with the property, tndwitag. hut not limited to. those for the purposes of 
supplying or distributing heauag, cooling, electricity, gas. water, atr and light, and all elevators, »nd related machinery 
and equipment. Hre prevention and citingutshtng apparatus, security and access auitrol apparatus, plumbing, bat* 
tub*, water heaters, water closets, sinks, ranges, stoves, refrigerators, dashwaaherv dfepusaK washers, dryers, awnings, 
storm windows, storm doors, screens. Winds, shades, amain* and curiam nids. mirrors, vabtaets. panelling, rugs, 
attached floor coverings, furniture, psvturcs, antennas, trees and plants, and 
4 all of which. Mriodmg rtpinutmeats and additions thereto, shall he deemed 
to he and remain a pan of the real property covered hy tins Instrument; and all of the foregoing, together with said 
property (or the leasehold estate in the nttm this Instrument u> on a leasehold) ate herein referred to as the 
"Property" 
To Strutf TO LFMDtft (a) the repayment of the indebtedness evvatneed hy tormwer's note dated 
(herein "Note**) m the pnoupal sum of -
~ - Dollars, 
with interest thereon, with the balance of the indebtedness, if aot sooner paid, due and payable on 
., and all renewals extensions and modifications thereof: (b)tbe repayment 
of any future advances, with interest thereon, made hy Lender to tnrrower pursuant to paragraph 31 hereof (herein 
"Future Advances**); ( t ) the performance of the covenant* rnd agreements of •ornr/tr contained in a Construction 
Loan Agreement between Lender and Borrower dateo 19 if any. as provided in 
paragraph 25 hereof:< d) the payment of ail other sumv with interest diereon. advanced in accordance herewith to 
protect the security of this Instrument: and (e) the performance of the covenants and agf cements of "sorrower herein 
contained 
Sorrower covenants that Borrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby conveyed »nd has the right to grant, 
convey and assign the Property (and. if this Instrument is on a leasehold, that the ground lease is in Pall force aod 
ehect without modification except as noted above and without default on the part of either lessor or teanse 
thereunder). that the Property is unencumbered, and that •rtrrower wdf warrant and defend generally the ode so the 
Property against all duns and demands, subject to any easements and restneoons bsted tn a schedule of esxepoons to 
coverage in any title insurance policy insurtng Leader s interest m the Property 
(jBaf«n» Cw*tJMntt. Borrower and tender covenant and agree at follows. 
L P 4 Y M W T OF P R I N O P A L AND INTF1FST • * - - | r" r T T - * T - t r r ifir fnarapi I nf mi un i ia i n 
tawfcacad by 'ne Note any prepayment and law charge* provided w the Not? aad aft other saats aacnred by daa Intra me at 
1 F U N D * FOB TAXES. INSURANCE AND OTHER C H A R G E * S-bf-ct I D saasxaast lav ot * a wraara t i m r by I 
y>*y to Lender or the day monthly installments c* prtnapal or mareest ate payable wader the Note (or aa tanibai day 4 
Lewder) waul the Note •» paid n full a sum {.herein Funds") equal ic oar twelfth cf <a) the yearly waarr and i 
amassment* which may he levicC* on the Property t h | the yearly ground rea«s. sf aa y * - 4 • E - T T T - ' T fl in await aw an for trr aad rrhrTi 
assurance rent los* insurance and such oth*r a*araa*« covenng Hie Property at L tnwr may reqmre pursuant aa paragrarfc < Isereof (d> rise yanrty 
premium installment* tor mortgage insurance if »ny aad <c> if thi lastru-arat a e a a leswrhold rite yearly l i e * rewu if aay .atJcr rise a*"—-d; 
leate all ai reasonably rsomated innwMy and from time tc nan? by LeaaW on die bass* of aasnimean aad brifc aad masoaabat taajai wsrWrnof 
Any waiver h> Lender of a requirement that Borrower pay such Fundi may be revoked by Leader ta Leader s sate dacrewsa at any Mac apaa 
amice HI writing to Borrower Leader may require Borrower io pay to Leader m advance aarh other Funds for aaber taats duraes. preaaujaw. 
aaaraaaiears aad imposition* »a coaaecinm with Borrowe* or the Property which Leader taah reasonably deem accemary M> protect Leader4! 
ararrest* (herein Other Impositions'*! I ales* otherwise provided by apphcabst lata Leader may require Faada for Other Impmmirt to be paid 
by Borrower ta a lamp mm or ta penodac tastalfments, at Leader * option 
The Funds that! be held » aa lastttutsnal s) the deposit* or account* of winch are MM arc d or guars aat id by a Federal or staar ageary 
(anctuding Leader if Lender u such aa institution > Lender shall apply the Fuadt to pay i»»d rase*, re***, taxes esaessutents. aa at tare premium* 
aad Other Impositions to long at Brrrowet it not in breach of aay covenant or agreemeat of Borrower M das lastrunseni Leaajet thall make ao 
charge for so holding a" 1 applying the Fuadt aaalyung taid acoaaat or for venfyutg sad compasag said atari laseat* aad bah aatess Leader pay* 
Borrower •ate-rst earnings or or his oa the Funds and applicable law permits Lender to make such a charg* Borrower aad Lender may agree ta 
among at the ume of esecuuon of this Instrument thai msrrest oa the Fuad* thall be paid to Borrowei aad aalets tach agree meat a made or 
apphcaWe law requires mtereu earnings or pnmts to he paid Leader shall not be required to pay Borrowe i aay aascrest earnings or prota oo the 
Funds Lender shall give to borrower without charge an aaaaal acoooauag of the Fuadt m Leader s normal format showing credit* aad debaa nr 
the Fuad* *nd the purpose for which each debit to the Fuad* was made The Fuadt are pledged a* addaaoaal taranry for rise tarns secured by da* 
I f the amoan* of the Fuad* held hy Leader at the ume of rile aaaaal accounting tbcreof thall eiceed the amoam deemed necewary by Lead r 
•o provide for the payment of water and *ewer rate* uae* ataesimcnts insurant* paraaam* reatt aad Other Impowuoa* a* they fall dae tach 
eaceu thall be c-ediud to Borrower oa the neat monthly inttaRmcnt t»r imtaHmeau M Faadt dm I f at aay ume rite amount ot the Fuad* held by 
Lender thall he le*» than the amount deemed nevcttary hy Lender to pay waarr aad *ewer raar* ta»e» aa*eaameatt, taturaiw* premiumv ream aad 
Other ImpOMUon* a* they fall due Borrower *hall pay u\ Leader aay amoaat arremary to make ap tbc deioearv wohm thirty day* after aoacc 
from Leader to Borrower reque*ung payment iberettf 
Upon Borrower» breach of aay ttnenaat «*r agreement of Borrower in tha laaraaaeat Leader may apply m aay amount and m aay order aa 
Leader thall determine in Lender \ sole drnretioa any Funds held hy Lender at the time of apnlniaiioa 111 ki pay rate* rem* taae* auetamentv 
mauraace premiums anO Other Impowtion* which are now or will hereafter become due or ( u ) a* 4 credii agaraai taan tecired by tha. laurument 
Upon payment in full of all turn* * tured hy thi* Instrument Leader thall prompdy refaad to Borrower my Faadi held hy Leader 
X A f f U C A T I O N O F FA% M I N T S , tales* appiicabie law provide* taherwne all payments received by Leader from Borrower under the Noar 
or tha. Instrument shall he applaud hy Lender in the following order »»f prvmiy < i ) amoaat* payable tat Leader by Borrower under paragraph 2 
hereof < u) intere*i payable «»n the N*NC (ui) prtmipal of the Note I iv) marreM payable on advance* made pursuant to paragraph t hereof ( v ) 
principal of advances made pursuant to paragraph ft hereof (vt | mar re a payable on any Future Advance provided that if more than oae Futmn 
Advance a outstanding Lender may apply payments received among the am> uats of mierest payable am the Future Advance* in *uch order as 
Lender in Lender * sole discretion may determine I vu) principal nf any Future Advance provided flat if more than one Future Ad aace a 
outstanding Lender may apply payment* received 4mni§ the principal balance* of the Future Advance in such order a* Lender in Leader»sole 
dttcmion may determine and t vat I MS «nher sums secured hy this Instrument M such order as Lender at Lender * optn A may determine 
provided however that Lender may at Lender s opium apply any sum* payable pursuant to paragraph X hereof prior to interest on and principal 
of the Note but such application shall not othcrwi»c affect the order« f priority of appttcatum spectned in tht* paragraph 3 
4. CHABCFS U F N S Bommer shall pay all water and sewer rate* rent* uae* assessments premiums and Other Imposition* attributable k> 
the Property at Lender s option in the manner provided under paragraph 2 hereof or if not paid in such manner hy Borrower making pay mem 
when due directly to the payee thereof or in such other manner as Lender may designate in writing Borrower shall promptly furnish to Lender all 
aoaces of amounts due under this paragraph 4 4nd in the eseni Borrower shall aukt payment directiy Borrower shall promptly fumuh to Lender 
receipt* evidencing such payments Borrower shall promptly discharge any hen which ha*, ot may have truMtty over or equality with the lien of 
Uus Instrument and Borrower shall pay when due the claims of all person* suppryuig labor or material to or in connection with >He Property 
Without Lender s prior written permwsion Borrower shall not allow any la?n inferior to this Instalment t« he perfected against the Property 
& HAZARD I N S l t A N C F Bomtwer shall keep the improvements now cutting or hereafter erected on the Property insured by earners at all 
times satisfactory to Lender against Ion. by tire haaards included wnhin the term **eatrndcd coverage** rent loss and such >ther hazards casualues 
liabilities and contingencies as Lender (and if this Instrument is on A leasehold the ground lease) shall require and in such amount* and for such 
periods a* I ender shall require All premiums on insurance policies vhall he paid at Lender * option in the manner provided under paragraph 2 
hereof or hy Borrower making payment when due directly to the earner or m such other manner a* Leader may deugnate in wnung 
All insurance policies and renewals thereof shall he in a form acceptable to Leader and shall inclade a standard mortgage clause m favor of 
and in form accept Me to Lender Lender shall have the nght to hold the pubae* and Borrower shall promptly furnish to Lender all renewal 
notice* »nd all receipt* of paid prrmtum\ At least thirty days prior to rite esmrauon date of a policy Borrower shall deliver to Lender a renewal 
policy in form satisfactory to Lender If this Instrument is on a leasehold Borrower shall furnish Lender a duplicate of all policies renewal nouces. 
renewal policies and receipts t»f paid premiums if hy virtue of the ground lease the originals thereof may not he upplieti hy P rrower to Lender 
cr-
ln the event of loss Borrower shall give immediate wntten nouce to the insurance earner and to Lender Borrower hereby authorises and § 
empower* Lender a* attorney in fact for Borrower to make proof of lot* to adjoftt aad compromise any claim under insurance pooae* to appear in £L 
aad prosecute any action arising from such insurance poliots to collect and receive insurance proceedi Md to deduct therefrom Leader s eipenses J ^ 
incurred in the u llection of such proceed* provided however that nothing contamed in this paragraph *> shall require Lender to incur any etpensc ^ 
or take any action hereunder Borrower further authorise* Lender at Lender t option (a Mo hold tit* balance of »uch proceed! to be used to Q 
reimburse Borrower for the cost of reconstruction «tr repair of the Property or < b I to apply the balance of such proceed* to the payment of the sums ^ 
secured hy this Instrument whether or not then due in the order of application set forth in paragraph ) hereof <suroect however to the nght* o f . * 
the lessor under the ground lease if this Instrument t* on a leasehold I " " 
I f the insurance proceed* are held by Lender to reimburse Borrower for the cost of restoration aad repair of the Property the Property shall h e £ ^ 
restored to the equivalent of it* original condition or such other condition as Lender may approve in wnung Lender may at Leader t optaoa J j T 
condition disbursement of said proceedi oa Lender t approval of such plan* and speaacations of an architect sausfactory to Lender contractor i 
cost estimate* architect t centhcates waiven of lata* tworn siasemenu of mechanic* aad materialmen and such other evidence of cost* percentage 
completion of construction application of payment* and satisfaction of uen* at Leader may reasonably require If the insurance proceeds arc 
applied to the payment of the sums secured by tht* Instrument aay such application of proceed* to prtnopaJ shall not eaarad or postpone the due 
dates of the monthly install mem* referred to in paragraphs I aad 2 hereof or change the sasouat* of such installment* If the Piuaaiiy a soid 
pursuant to paragraph 27 hereof or if Lender acquire* utle to the Property Leader shall have all of the nght torie and interest of Bcwiowsi in aad to 
aay insurance saiioe* and unearned premiums thereon aad in and so rite proceeds resulting from aay damage to the Property-prior to such sale or 
acquisition 
ft. " t E S E R V A T I O N AND MAINTENANCE OF P t O P t f t T Y LaUSFHOLDS. Borrower < a I shall am comma waste or pernsn impaameat or 
deterioration of the Property < h) shall not abandon the Property (c ) shall restore or repair promptly aad ut a goad and wo^maasme manner all 
Uatfona Covenaali-Mulufimily-1 /77-FNMA/FHLMC Uatfwna lMti«a*ent fjanr 1 a/ln-wr,) 
• r any pert of the P.o&rny to the equtvaleat of w orupaai oondiiion. or such other condition as Leader may approve in • r a m * , in the r m x of any 
damage, injury or : ^ a th*r»to whether or not mur ine* proceeds a n avadable to cover ta whole or m part the cant* of such restoration or repair 
( d ) shall keep the Property, utrfeding imprnvenvnu. l a t u m equipment machinery and appliance* thereon m fuod repast and thall replace 
totum. aqutpmrnt machinery and appliances oa the Property when necessary to keep audi Menu * food repair <et shall oomply w*h aJi Uwi . 
"msMiiiM. refviationa and requirements of any ffovemmcntnl body applicable to the Property I f ) shall provide for profetaoaal management of 
axe Property by a residential rental property manager satauactory to Lender pursuant to a contract approved by Leader m wnttag. unless such 
majm.-tm.ni shall be waived by Under ui wrsttag ( | ) thall generally operate and mnmtam the Property m a manner m enaur* maumnm mmaJt 
anm(h)ehnflmveeo<a«wwntaMK>U»derora>Hi unless otherwise daractfd m wraaag by Letter appear m and defend any act*, nor proceeding 
purporting to ahVct the Property the •eevnty of thulnstnimi-nt or the nghu or powen of Leader Neither Borrower nor any tenant or other penon 
'• or *.'.er any improvement now rt!*uag or hereafter erected on the Property or any nature equipment machinery or 
t m or on the Property except when modeat to the reptaccasem rf aaatrev eajmpa^^ 
I f tarn lastruastai » o o a Waaehuld. lorn , a-rr ( i > shall compry with the provittoaaofthe pound lease, ( a ) thai! pve immediate wttwea nooce 
to Leader of any default by lessor under the (round Icaae or of any nonce received by Borrower from such k»sor 01 any default under the ground 
amx* by Borrower <ui| thall entrant any opaon to renew or extend the ground leant and give written confirmation thereof to Under wtthm thirty 
day* alter such opooa becoatet exercisable ( iv) thall gjve immediate- wnrtea notaoe to Under of the QDmmencernc«t of any remedial proceed ngs 
wader the ground lean? by aay party thereto and if required l>y Under thall permit Under at Borrower t attorney .A fact to control and an for 
Borrower ta aay tact, remedial proceeding and (v ) shall wttlun thirty day* » fW request by Under obtain from the fe» u« under the ground lease 
sad deliver to Under the lessor'} estoppel cenificnte required ihereunder if aa« Borrower hereby eapreuly traaafen aad auigat to Under the 
beaefit of all covenant* contained in the ground lease, whether or not such covenants run with the laad but Leader thall have no aabdity with 
aaspect to tuch coveaaat* nor aay other coveaaata oiaratard m the ground leant 
Borrower thall not aaneader the leasehold estate aad MMereua herein conveyed a c terasmate or cancel t U grouad leaic reaaag hud estate 
aad laatrests. aad Borrower thall not. without the eaprcia wratee coaaeat of Leaner after or aeaead satd ground Wat* Borrower covenanu and 
agrees that there shall not be a merger cf the ground lease, or of the leasehold eatate created thereby, with the fee estate cuvered cy the ground 
mate by reason of said leasehold estate or said lee estate or aay part ot enact comma into common ownership unlets Under thall coast .1 in 
wetting to such merger if Borrower shall acquire such fe- esute. then tats Instniaseat thail simultaaeousty and without further acaon be spread so 
at to become a lata 00 such fat esute 
7. USE O F P V O P C I T Y . Ualeu required by applicable law ot uaicst Under has otherwise agreed in writing Borrower thai' not allow changes in 
the use for which all ot aay pan of the Property was intended at the time this Inurement was 'incused Borrower shall not u tssie or acqusesce in a 
caaafe m the aaatag dasaiacauoa of the Property without Leader's prior wnttea ooautat 
& P t t O T E C n o * O F LENDER'S SECURITY. I f Borrower fads 10 perform the covenants aad agreements contained in tlut Instrument or if io> 
acaoa or proceediag u commenced whsth aflecu the rVociem x utk riserwo or the inwreti of Uridet tlieretn mduding.but rot limited to era&nent 
domain, insolvency, rode enforcement or arrangements or proceedings involving a bankrupt ot decedent, then Under at Under t option may 
xaake such appearances, disburse such sums «ad take such acaon at Leader deeats aaceasary. m rts sole dttcreuoa. to protect Leader's —crest, 
axduding. but not limited so (1) disbursement of attorney's fees ( a ) eatry upon the Property to make repairs, (at ) procurement of >4tauactory 
assurance as provided in paragraph 5 hereof aad ( iv ) if this Instnuacat a on a leasehold, exercise of aay opuoo so renew or extend the ground 
lease oa behalf of Borrower aad the cunag of aay default ot Borrower in the terms aad eoadtunai of die ground lease 
Aay aoiouttu dttbuned by Leader pursuant so this paragraph I with interest thereon, shall become additional indebtedness of Borrower 
aacared by this Instrument Ualeu Borrower and Under agree to other terms of pay aeav such amounts shall be immediately due and payable and 
shall bear interest from the date of disbursement at the rau stated in the Note unless collection from Borrower o( interest at su h rate would be 
contrary 10 applicable law in which event such amounts thall hear :nterest at the highest rate which may be collected from Borrower under 
applicable law Borrower hereby covenar u and agrees that Under shall be subrogated to the ben of any mortgage or other hen discharged in 
• huh? or in part, by the ladebsedaess secured hereto Nothing coautaed ta that paragraph I shall require Leader to trcur aay empense or take aay 
9L INSPECTION. Under may make or cause to be made reasonable entries upon aad inspections of the Property 
ML BOOKS AND RECORDS. Borrower shall keep and a siataia at all time- at Borrower's address suted below or sach other place as Under 
assy approve ut writing, co-npiete and accurate books of accounts aad records adequate to reflect correctly the results of the operation of the 
Property and copses of all written contracts leases and other uutrumenu which affect the Property Such books records contracts leases and other 
amtrumeau <hall be subject 10 cumulation and inspection at any reasonable time by Lender Upon Under s request Borrower shall furnish to 
Leader within one hundred and twenty days after the end j f each fiscal year of Borrower a balance sheet a statement of mcome ait "• etpenses of 
the Property aad a statement of changes in financial position each in reasonable detail aad ccruhed by Borrower and if Under shall require by an 
aadependeat ccraned public accountant Borrower shall furnish together with the foregoing financial statements and at .ay other time upon 
Lender's request a rent schedule for the Property certified by Borrower, showing the name of each tenant and for each tenant the space .jccupied 
the lease expiration date the rent payable and the rent paid 
I t . C O N D E M N A T I O N Borrower shall promptly notify Lender of any action or proceeding reiaung to any condemnation or o»her taking, 
whether direct or indirect of the Property or pan thereof and Borrower sha't appear in and prosecute any such *cu >n or proceeding unless 
otherwise directed by Under in wnung Borrower authorues Under at Lender't option, as attorney in-fact for Borrower to commence apptar in 
aad protecu'e, in Leader's or Borrower's name any action or proceeding *eiaung to any condemnation or other nk j ig of the Property whether 
direct or indirect, and to settle 01 compromise any daim in connection with such condemnai • n or other taking The proceeds of an> award 
pavment or cUiir for damages direct or consequential in connerta n with aoy condemnation or other taking whether direct or indirect of the 
Property, or pan thereof or for conveyances in lieu of condemnatio 1 are he ehy assigned to and shall be paid to Under subject if this Instrument 
m 00 a leasehold, to the rights of lessor under the ground lease 
Borrower authorises Leader to apply such awards payments proceeds or damages, after the deduction of lender's expenses incurred in the 
collection of such amounts at Under s option to restoration or repair of the Property or to payment of the sums secured by this Instrument 
whether or not then due. in the order of application set forth in paragraph 3 hereof wah the balance, if any to Borrower Unless Borrower and 
Leader otherwise agree in wnung any application of proceeds to principal shall not extend c postpone the due date of the monthly installments 
irferred to in paragraphs I and 2 hereof or change the amount of such installments Borrower agrees to execute stK-h further evidence of 
assignment of any awards proceeds, damages or claims insuig in connection with such condemnation or taking as Under may require 
I I B O M O W C B AND U C N NOT RELEASED From urn* to time Under may. « Lender's option without giving notice to ot obtaining the 
content of Borrower Borrower's successors or assigns or of any junior lienholder or guarantors without liability on Lenders pan and 
notwithstanding Borrower's breach of any covenant or agreement of Borrower in this Instrument extend the ume for payment of said indebtedness 
ot aay par thereof, reduce the payments theton release myone liable on any of said tndeotedness accept a renewal note or notes therefor modify 
the terms and ume of payment of said indebtedness release from the lien of this Instrument any o*rt of the Propeny take or release other or 
additional security rcconvey any pan of the Propeny consent to any map or plan of the Propeny consent to the granung of any easement join ta 
aay extension or subordination agreement and agree in wnung with Borrower to modtfy the ran? tyf interest or period of amortuauon of the Note 
or change the amount of the monthly installment! payable thereunder Any actions taken by Under pursuant to the terms of this paragraph 12 
shall aot elect the obligation of Borrower or Borrower's successors or assigns to pay the sums secured by this Instnimet.t and to observe the 
covenanu of Borrower contained herein shall not affect the guaranty of any person, corporation pannership or other enuty for pa>inenr of the » ; 
amVbtedaess secured hereby and shall not elect the ben or pnonty of lien hereof on the Property Borrower shall pay Under a reasonable servnx <"> 
charge together with such title insurance premiums ami attorney* fires as mav be lacurred at Under s option for any such action if taken at JI 
%X Ft Mf t tA f tANCE BY LENDCft N O T A WAIVES Any forbearance by Leader m eaercuing any rrght or remedy hereunder c other*** ^ 
•Jbrd*^ by applicable law shai' aot be a waiver of or preclude the exercise of any right or remedy The acceptance by Lender of rayatent of aay _ 
sum asvured by this hutnimcM aner the due date of such payment shall aot be a waiver of Under t right to either icquire prompt payment when • 
due of all other sums to secured or to declare a default Ctt failure to make prompt payment The procurement of insurance or the *$*mtn w taaes - » 
or otaat beat or charges by Under shall aot be a waiver of Leader's right to accelerate the maturity of the indebtedess secured r. ihu Instrument. ^ 
aor shall Leader's receipt of aay awards proceeds or damages under paragraph* 5 aad 11 hereof operate • cure or waive Bo* -outer's default in ^ 
paymeat of amass secured by that Inatruateat ^ 
faaweda / faage t ) 
1 4 B S T O f P t t . CERTIFICATE. Borrower thall within t m d a n of a written request front Lender furusth Leader wsth a written statement duty 
acknowledged netting forth (he sums secured by thai Instrument and any ngh« of set-off anuutttUaim or other defense whtch exists against such 
n w and the obligations of thtt Instrument 
I I U N I F O R M C O M M E R C I A L CODE SECURITY AGREEMENT Tuts I mrumeut ts intended * he a tectinry agreement pursuant to the 
Uniform Commercial Code for any of the itentt specified above as pan of the Property whtch uaaer applicable law may be sobjnci to a security 
anereat pursuant to the Uniform Commercial Code and Borrower hereby grant* Lender a tecumy interest in said itemt Borrower afreet that 
Leaner may l ie this Instrument or a reproduction thereof in the n n estate record* or other appropriate indci at a financing statement for any of 
the arms specified above as part of the Propeny Any reproduction of this Instrument or of any othrr tccurtty agreement or financing tutcnent 
shall be tumoral as a financing uaiement In addition Borrower agrees to esecw and deliver to Lender upon Lender s uquu i any financing 
tuiements as well at estensw-u renewals and amendments thereof and rcproducnons of thtt Instrument in such form as Lender may require to 
perfect a security interest with respect to said itrnu Borrower shall pay alt costs of ftlmg such financ ng statement! amf any extensions renewals 
amendments and releases diereof and shall pay all reasonable rents au-t eipentes of any record searches for finanong statements Lender may 
reasonably require Without the prwr written uonsent of Lender Boi ower shall not create or suffer to he created pursuant to the Uniform 
Commercial Code any other security interest in said item* including replacements and additions thereto Upon Borrower t breach of any aovenant 
oc agreement of Borrower contained in this Instrument including the »ven«r u to pay when m e all sums secured by rh» Instrument Lender shall 
have die remedies of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Cod- and at L nder i opuon may also invoke the remedies provided in 
paragraph 21 of this Instrument as to such items In exercising any of said remedies Lende* may proceed .gainst the items of real propert) and 
any items of personal propeny specified above as pan of the Propeny troaratety c together and m any order whatsoever without in any way 
affecting the avadabdity of Lender s remedies under the Uniform Commeru *l Code or of the remedies provided in paragraph 27 of thtt Instrument 
14. LEASES O r T H E PROPERTY As used in this paragraph 16 the word "lease" si all mean "sublease*' if this Instrument a on a kasehold 
Borrower shall oomply with and observe Borrower s obligations as landlord under all leases of the Propeny or any pan thereof Borrower will not 
lease any portion of the Propeny for non residential use eicept with the prior wnrten approval of Under Borrower at Lender s request shall 
furnish Lender with executed copies of all leases now rusting or '.er-after made of all or any pan of the Propeny and all lea* * now or hereafter 
entered into wdl be in form and substance subject to the approval of Lender All leases of the Propeny shall specifically prmsde that such leases 
arc subordinate to this Instrument that the tenant attorns to Lender such attornment to he effective upon Lender s acquisition of ti'lc to the 
Propeny thai the tenant agrees to execute such funher evidences of attornment as Lender may from time to time request that the attornment of the 
tenant shall not be terminated by foreclosure and that Lender may at Lender s option accept or reject such attornments Borr iwrr shall not 
without Lender s wntien consent eiciuie modify surrender or terminate either orally or in writing an> lease now existing or hereafter made of all 
or any pan of the Propeny providing for a term of three years or more permit an assignment or sublease of such a lease • thout Lender s wntien 
consent, or request or consent to the subordination of any lease of all or any pan of the Propeny to any lien Mihordinji • to this Instrument If 
Borrower becomes aware that any tenant proposes to do or is doing any act or thing which may give me to any right of set-off against rent 
Borrower shall < 11 use such steps as »half he rea*onabty calculated to prevent the accrual of .ny nght to a set-off against rent (u ) notify Lender 
dtcreof and of the amount of said set-offs an* (ui I within ten days after such accrual reimburse the tenant who shall have acquired such nght to 
aet-off or take such other steps as shall effectively discharge such set-off and as shall assure that rents thereafter due shall continue to he payable 
without set-off or deduction 
Upon Lender s request Borrower shall assign to Lender by written instrument satisfactory to Lender alt leases now existing or hereafter made 
of all or any pan of the Properky and all secunty deposits made by tenants in connection with such leases of t e Propeny Upon assignment by 
Borrower to Lender of an> "eases of the Propeny Lender tha" have all of the nghts *nd powers possessed h> Borrower prior to such assignment 
and Lender shall have the nght to modify extend or terminate such existing leases and to execute new leases in Lender s sole discretion 
17. REMEDIES CUMULATIVE, t a h remedy provided in this Instrument is distinct am6 cumulative to all other nghts or remedies under this 
Instrument or afforded by taw or equity and may be exercised concurrently independendy or succ *s*i*ily in any order whatsoever 
IB. ACCELFR ATION I N CASE OF BORROWER'S INSOLVENCY If Borrower shall voluntary file a petition under the Fedenl Bankruptcy 
Act as sucf- Act may from time to time he amciided or under any simdar or successor Federal statute relating to bankruptcy insolvency 
arrangements or reorganizations or under any state bankruptcy or insolvency act or file an answer in an involuntary pr needing admitting 
insolvency or inability 10 pay debts or if Borrower shall fail 10 obtain a vacation or stay of involuntary pmceedings brought for the reorganization 
dissolution or liquidation of Borrower or if Borrower shall he adjudged a bankrupt or if a trvste* or receiver shall >« appointed for Borrower or 
BorroWer s propeny or if the Propeny shall become subject to the jurisdiction of a Federal banl ruptcv coun or similar state coun or if Borrower 
shall make an assignment for the benefit of Borrower s creditors or if there is an attachment execution or other judicial seizure of any nonion ot 
Borrower's assets and such seizure is not discharged within ten days then Lender may at Lender s option declare all of the sums secured by this 
Instrument to be immediately due and payable without prior notice to Borrower and Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by paragraph 27 
of this Instrument Any attorney s fees and other espense> incurred by Lender in connection with Borrower s bankruptcy or any of the other 
aforesaid events shJ< be additional indebtedness of Borrower secured by this Instrument pursuant to paragraph II hereof 
19 TRANSFERS OF T H r PROPERTY OR BFNFFICIAL INTERESTS I N BORROW* R. / SSi M P T I O N On sale or transfer of (1) all or 
any pan of the Propery or any interest therein or (u ) henchciai interests in Borrower ( i f Borrower s not a njiur >l person or persons r ut is a 
corporation partnership trust or other legal entity I Lender may at Lender s option declare all of the su<m secured by this Instrument 10 be 
immediately due and payable and Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by paragraph 27 of this In rument Tim option shall not apply in 
case of 
( a ) transfers by devise or descent or by operation of law upon the death of a joint tenant or a pannjrr 
( b ) sales or transfers when the transferee s credttwonhtness and management ability are satisfactory to Lender and the transferee has 
executed pnor to the sale or transfer a wmten assumption agreement containing su h terms as Lender may require including if required 
by Lender an increase in the rate of interest payable under the Note 
(c ) the grant of a leasehold interest in a pan of the Proprny of three yean or l-*< (or such longer lease term as L nder may permit by pnor 
wmten approval) not containing an option to purchase (except any interest in the ground lease if this Instrument is on a leasehold) 
( i ) sales or transfers of beneficial interests in Borrower provided that such sales or transfers together wi h any pnor sales or transfer* of 
beneficial interests in Borrower but excluding sales or transfers under subparagraphs (a ) and ( b ) above do not result in more than 49% 
of the beneficial interests in Borrower having been sold or transferred since commencement of amortization of the Nose and 
(e ) sales or transfers of fixtures or any personal propeny pursuant to the first paragraph of paragraph 6 hereof 
I B NOTICE. Except foi any notice required under applicable law to be given in another manner ( a ) any notice to Borrower provided for in this 
Instrument or in the Note shall be given by mailing such notice by cemfied mad addressed to Bonower at Borrower s address stated below or at 
such other address as Borrower may designate by notice to Lender as provided herein and ( b ) any notice to Lender shall be given by cenified § 
ejtad return rece.pt requested to Lender s address stated herein or to such other address as Lender may designate by notice to Borrower as ^ 
provide! herein Any notice provided for in this Instrument or in the Note shall be deemed to have been given to Borrower or Lender when gi»rn *V 
m the manner designated herein A 
21. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS BOI NO J O I N T AND SEVERAL LIABILITY, AGENTS. CAPTIONS. The covenanu and agreement! « 
lanein contained shall bind and the nghts hereunder shall inure to the respective successors and assigns of Lender and Borrower subject to the ^ 
provisions of paragraph 19 hereof All covenants and «grcemenu of Borrower shall be joint and several In exercising any nghts hereunder o r ^ 
taking any actions provided for herein Lender may act through its employees agents or independent contractors as authorized by Lerder The 
captaon* and headings of the paragraphs of tha Instrument are for convenience only and am not to be used to laterpret or define the provuiontRes 
nersof j © 
tt. U N I F O R M MULT1FAMILY I N S T R U M E N T , GOVERNING LAW. SEVERABILITY This form of multifamdy instrument combines 
uatform cownsnu for national use utd non un form covenanu wi h limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform secunty instrument 
covering real propeny and related fixtures and personal property That Instrument shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction ut which the 
Property »located in the event that any provision of this Instrument or the Note oourucu with applicable law such conflict shall not affect other 
provuwsns of this Instrument or the Note which can be grven effect without the conflicting provisions, and to tans end the provisions of thu 
fawgv $ a / Ipegef j 
lawumeat aud oV Note are declare »c t t atverable In the -veu- rant M > appfcehie law auaaaag tit M H H N U of merest ot other charges 
p t m m t d 10 *e a l iened from ***** „
 - t „ p r e t e d * that aay char * p* . * . -d <er » • ,» ln*trume«»i or a the Note whether a*«dered 
separably or kujc'Her wtfh other «k . leva* r o»«nevt* n w«t du* tantrumem *ad tin No*- w U s t t t * .h law ««d murvwer % euut«cd • r»* 
beeeet « aach l a * sush char#e » he • , ~du»*d to the eater necessary « e .au. <te « * * v a m u a The amoaeta. »f any prevu»*sf y paid to 
Leader i» excess of the amoara payable w tender pw M M M to sura charges a» tduced -Kail be eppued by Under to nf** «nr puaopal of ibe 
mi*h**T*u evidenced by the Noat ro# the p«rpme t f determining whether any appl cable l a * Uouuag the immiat« , M^rt t or other dvar*es 
permitted i t bt callevted '? * r aVxn *er •a * hee« vaMaard all ^debtedaew whjrh a stsu «d Hy this Instrument or evidenced b> the S«ne aad 
which const twtri inttfTM at well is * ' nhet charge k * t J ie connection with such 'Mr t ted « » * h * h umsutute i u r m tha 1 he deemed *• he 
atfocasrd aa4 sprx ad over the stated w n of the N «e Ualess other*** requutd by apphcabfe l a * Man alticauoa aa J treading srall he cfe-ied 
at Mas* a manner th« the rate of lauruu computed (hereby a uniform hrou^hout the stated term of the Note 
tt. W A I V E * OF S T A T I T O O f U M I T A t JONSL Borrower berety • « « , the right to esvrt an> statute i f hint auoe* as a bar to the 
taforutmiai of the ben of tha 1-atn.ment -r to any acta* brought 10 en Woe the Note or any other -mlifatmn secure* by » * * inatrument 
14 W A J t r t O r M A a T O f A U J N t , Notwithuandinf the euMtm of aay ottter steamy lateres . the Property held hy Leader «• b> any Her 
parry leader snail a a * the right t>- ieunruar the order in whjch any or all of the Property shal< be suhtcited to the reused** prmidcd rnrem 
Leader dtail haw the ratht to determine the * irr >n *K*th any or a.1 portaom of the indebted**** wcared hereHy are Mtoaed from the pi weed* 
ntakard apoa tae eaeroae of the re aedan provided h*rwn IWrawer any party who noaatrm to tha laurumeat and a jy party * h o a»« or 
m*i«af«tf ao<|at.<f tecant, mamat t the Property and * • » hai» actual or ooaauacove aooce l«rt»^ he eby *a«ve% any ard all right to reqaire the 
• a n a a l l M * of aaata m amaeciaon * i th the eaetaar of ae y of »he remed-t peraMtted by appacaMe l a * or provided hema 
& C W S T l t C T r O h ' J O A K PBOVISIONS. Sorrower aficca to comply * n h tat oovcaaaa and madMion% of the < of»%tr«c*joo i_jao 
A«reem*ai if aay *h»ch a hereby mcurporaied hy refe-tnu in *n4 made a pan of that Imantment All advtnces m^de t, Uader n-inuaat to the 
Coajanjctaaa LOAL Agrcemnu »ha'l he indebtednwu of torrowtn axured by tho lasirumeat aad tacit advance* au* be oaafaatry at provided in 
dat Coaatnatuoa Loan A«ree»ent AH w a » d* Saned h> Uader pnor to companion of the improvement* «o priaect the tcianty of ihu fnstmibrnt 
ap » the pranopai amoaat of the ^oat »haJI be treated at dub*irietaewtt pursuant to the Comtrucuon Loan Agreement All vara M I I I »h*H aear 
matrnt from he date of duhunemem at the rate uated w the Now mkus ooikruon from lorro*er of jiarreu at »«rh rate would he contrary to 
appacaMe !a% J I which event tach amountf taall bear laarrett at the htghru raar whach m.t ^ coueoed trom to tower uader appitcab*e Uw aad 
aWat be payable upoo a>*uce from Leader to •orrower (-quesuag pay meat therefor 
From ante to tune at Leader deeau aeomary ai protect Leader t unereau Borrower thall upon requett of leader eaecute aad Jeuver to 
Uader m aucr> 'arm aa Leader thai! direct aurgnmentt of any a^d all nghu or daun* whjch rrlaar n. the oaunatun <.( the Pn terry and wrach 
•Vrfrower a ay have agauot sny parry supplying or who lu t Mppiatd labor materials or tervicn in crHwecuon wah oon«n«.t*f> of the Propen In 
ca%t of breach by Borrower of the covenant* aad cuaditM>nt of the Coastrucuua ^>aa Agreement Leader at Lead si t optaia * a h or with**! eatry 
apca the Property ( 0 may invoke any of the nghu or remedan provided in the Coasuucuon Loan Agreement ( M ) atav accelerate he tur-^ 
aacuad by that I utiumeai and tavoic those remedan provided u» paragraph 2? hereof or I ui I may do >oth I f after the commeicemeQt of 
l a v i m n a n wf ike Noa* the Note aad this Instrument are sold by Leaver from aad afte inch *** the Construcaoo L>an Agreement shall ieate 
an he a part of tbs lasfument aa Borrower vhall not assert aay nphi o( tet-of couaaerclaim or other daim o defeme anung out of or m 
aaaaexuou with the < o-Mruvtaun Loan Agreement against the obugasom uf the Note aad thu> Irutrjment 
mV A S S I C N M C V r O f BENTS A P P O I N T M F ^ T OF t k C T I V E B , L U S M B m POSSESSION A* part of 'he consideration for the 
aaavbeed^cu evsdeacew hy the Noa; Monomer herrby ihsoi«4eiy aad aacondttaMtal y aastgm aad transfers to Leader all the nrnu j a d revenues of 
(Be Property tadudiag those now due pan due or j become <»ue by virtue of aay lease or other agreemeat for the occupancy o cse of all or any 
part of tSe Property regar Jlest of so whom the rents and reven « • of the "roperfy are pavahie Bo-rower hereby «uthonaes Lend r m Leader t 
a g e * * to collect thr af »cvud rents aad reveaues aad hereby directs each seaant of the Property to p»y such rents w Leader or Leader t agents. 
per-iaVd aoweser ih-t pnor to • mam notice given by Lender so Borrower of the breach by Borrower of aay wovena it • »• rement of burro* er 
at thai instrument Borrower shall collect aad rruerve all renu aad revt noes of the Property as trustee rot the beaent t>f Lender «nd worrower to 
apply dse rears and reveaues so cottecard to the sums vewr- i >y dsw lastntraeat m the order ptvvsfied tc paragraph 1 hereof with the balance so 
Imag as ao tuch breach has occurred to the account of Bmruwcr it betng uateaded by Borrower aad Leader thai thu assignment of T M . txmsututcs 
aa abtolaa? assignment and not aa assignment for addiuoaal security ml% Upon deavery of wnrtea notice hy Lender to Borrower of the bre ai.h by 
Borrower of any covenant or agreemeat of Borrower ta his InstnimeM. aad walkout the necessaty of Lender eaarnaa; upon and taking „ivJ 
•aimaiaasg fu I coatroi of the Pvoperty in person by agvnt or by a court sppmaatl leceivcr Lender shall unmedtateiy be entitled to possesion o( 
• f i t UBaadte- aucs of the Ptoperty asspeoaed in this Aaiagraph ^6 as the saaae become due and pi>ab>e aadudtng but not limited to teats then 
wax a*>d uapaws and all such rents shall immediately upon delivery of such noajce he held by m rrower as trustee for the benefit of Lender only 
provided, however w«t the wrusen aouce by Leader to Borrower of the breach by Borrower »h il«. >nuan a uasemem that Lender eaemscs its 
Oghtt so aach reou Borrower agrees that commencing upon d> overy of such #nuea aotaae of Bttrrower» breach by Lender to Borrower ea«.h 
•eawrt of the Property shall make such rears payaMr to aad pay»jch reaa to Leader or Leader t agents om Lender s wrusen o^ituttd to each tenant 
darrefbr delivered so each umaat personally by maiJ or fey deitvenag sach deasaad so cavh rental orat without aay uabdity on the part of <osd 
Itaant so inquire further as to ant eaaueace of a default by Borrower 
Borrower hereby covenants that Borrower has not esc«.uied 4t\y prior assignment of sasd rents that Borrower has not performed 4tnl will not 
garfor i any acts or has not executed and * d l not caeiutc aay instrument wluct* would prevent Lender from eacrcising I U right undei his 
paragraph 26 and that at the ume of riecuuon ot this Instrumeat here has been ao *..oapauo« or p«epayment of any of the renu of the Property 
far more thaa two months pnor to the due date* of such renu Borrower covenants that Borrower w j | not hereafter collect ot accept payment of 
any reau oi the Property more than two months pnor to the d ie dates of such rents Bo-rower further u>ven*nts that Borrower UI catutc aad 
deliver a> Leader such further assignments of renu and revenues of Use Property as Leader may from ui »e «o ume request 
Upoo Borrowe s breach of any covenant or agreemeat of Borrower in das Instrument Leader may in person hy agent ur by a court 
appoiattd receiver regardless of the adequacy of Lend* 11 secunty twm apoa aad take and maintain full control of trw Prope y in order to 
perform all acts necessary aad appropriate for the operation and maintenance darreof intruding but not united to th execution vanccUauon or 
avadtacaaon of leases the collection of all renu and revenues of the Property the making of repairN to the Propen * and the eieiuuon or 
avnuaaoon of coatracu providing for die management or maintenance of the Property all on suth terms *» are deemed best to protect the security 
of that Instrument la the event Leader elect to aeek the appointment of a receiver for the Property upon Borrower s breach of any covenant or 
agreement of Borrower in this Instn'meo Borru»«i hen by ex press!/ wmseni* u> the apprm*meni of suth receiver Lender or the receiver shall he 
tamUd so receive a reasonable fee fo ao managing the Prop*-ry 
AH renu aad revenues collected subsequent to delivery of • men aoour by Leader to Borrower of the breath hy Borrower of any covenant or 
agreement of Borrower in this Instrument shall be applied ant ki the coats, if aay of taking coatroi of and managing the Property and colievung the 
reatt. including, but not limited to attorney t fees receiver s fees, premiums on rewiver % bonds cost* of repain to the Property premiums on 
—urtanr polacan taxes asaesamenu aad other charges on the Prope ty and the cosu of discharging any obligation or uabUity of Borrower as ^ 
lessor or landlord of the Property aad then to the sums secured by this Instrument Lender or the receiver shall have access to the books and ^ 
faaaras used ta the operation aad mainwnaace of the Property aad shall be liable to «conuat only for those renu actually received Lender thall cot ^ 
be kahk to Borrower aavone dauatag uader or through Borrower or anyone having an interest m the Property »>y •vason of anything ikmr o r * P T ^ 
aaaoae by Leader uader diss paragraph 26 ^ 
I f the reata of the Property are not snfBoeni to meet the cosu, if aay of taking coatroi of aad managing the Property *nd collecting the renu ^ 
aay faads tapended by Leader for such purpose* shall become uadebardaeu of Borrower to Under secured by this Instrument punuant to -„ 
peragrapn I hcjeof Ualess Leader and Borrower agree u wrusng to other tcnat of payment suwh amounu shall he oayabte upt>n aooce from ~ 
Leader to Borrower requesting payraent thereof and shaH bear interest from the <U* of disbursement at the rate staard in the ' *oa? unless payment 
af matreai at such rati would be coatnry <o applacable law m which event mch amouau saall bear laserest at the highest rast whah may bepmv 
avAacsed from Burroatr uader appucaaat law «ap 
V 
Aay eatenag apoa aad taaaag aad TTurrnnrrg of coatroi of the Property jy Lender or the receiver aad aav application of renu »> provsded 
aaram shall not care or wane aay default hereaader or mvaadate aay other right or remedy of Leader uader applicable law ot provided hema 
Has i B B g i i f i of reau of dst Property shall amaanate at aach tame aa that laavumeat ceaata so mwrc indebtedness held by Leader 
UaeYera CitMiBti-Mwittfafluly- I /77--FNMA/FHLMC Uaafpcn |wjfr»-se«i fpawe * •/#amjei) 
NcatUaJfafw Cura aafi. Borrower and Lender furtber covenant and agree at follows: 
IT. AOCTLkC4"nON; ftFMFMF.* Upna fe-tuavr't brcadi of MY O M N W or i f w i i i i of I M W U « da> laanaitL aaJadiaj. I 
ha»to4 to. tar ooocaaatt to pay vtoo dae aay taa* tecitred by daa I aw maw at Leader af l«ader't Bpuoa awy dtdadt al of sat tva* • 
An limiawai ID be .aMaedu<eiy dae aad payable aabuat farter deaiard. aad auy ia«r*c tbc ,toa*r of tait aad aay otfcar m i 
by *Bf*caa*r • • • oe arovnW bema Borrower artaowtodae* dtot At paver af tak aetata framed atey at laniMaiat by Uader md~*t prior 
pahaalbc* «g • • • ' - «*--t-i* — ^—i — — ~ — ~ — . ^ - . . . •• ,.••„• ^ r . k - „ ^ y - ^ ^ - ^ - f r | | f l l | r j | | n i B | | M UM^lfmn 
and ta* Leader tball hr «*aun>4 to ooaect a9 ooaa *aj .ipcaan atcamd ai partaiaf tarb foaaaam, Mrtarttos. aw aoi aaatod to. •aarooyt aaa 
If Ac power of ufc a awoaed. Traaaee tkaB eaecate a amnea aaaat of tbc oaaawacx of aa r«**i of 4cfaaa aad ef a * decaor to ca*M a * 
Piapinj «o be laid aad tball reward tart* aouoc « cadi <oa*fy ai vbidi dte Piopeftyortatac pan tMsaof a lacatrd. Loader or Traaac tbal au i 
aouor of defaak m iSr auaaer pfovaiH by tbc Uwt of Utah to tociuaci aad w aach otber penoea t* tar lawt of Utab pwtuiat Traaac abal 
am pwbar aoaor of u k aad tbaJJ tell tbc Proocrry a u p i d f to ate lava of Utaa Traaac aajy aril ov Piaptii) t i dat aaa- aad plaae aad eader 
MM t f w batata it m tar ac«acc of uW « on* or marc ranch aad ia aatb aider at Traaac auy iniraaai Traaac atey paHpaac tale af all ar 
ary pared of the T*ruacriy by paaac m n n i t a r i i at the laar aac* ptaor of aay puiiaaiiy rtrdnUC tale Leader or Leader't deaajeoe am* 
pvirbair tbc Property at aa> talc 
Troon tball ocaaer ID tbc parduacr T <aioeH deed mm ryaaj tbc Piiipenj a> aeaj witboat aay ooweaaai m a>anaafjr. capfcaai ar uaaaal 
T1aircataaitoteTtatav^o>ca,tltofllicpfiaMfaoKnaa^^ ^ Ti" tfjpfj ibi annaiii nf m\i 
•atria ±r M^nag oracr (a) ID atf uata> aaa rxpeam of tbc iak. iartaaiaa. bat aat aautotf to. Traaac t aaa anaracy't fas aai oaaa mi aar 
avaicaae; (S) to at taait acuwH by O>M lajiiaawai ia sudi arrkr at Leader, at Laaacr^ coir •lamua. auccaw aaa* U\ da; caacai. if aay. to tat 
a r m or raraoat k&fiy eatoJH tbercto m to tbc ooaary deti of tbc ooaary m wbajb #K sale toaa place 
2fc BICQNVEVA/.CL. " . r p i ' * " ' *T ^ ^ *""~'""T ' " ^ r -*-" -TTim Tr inr 11 waaiij ita h u p m tad riul 
tarcnaci tba> baam«aciH aad alt aoan tvukmm$ mmtimdmtm amnad by aat taavaaatat to Traaac Traaac tbal ruonauy aac rinaaiij labiici 
acrrsaty to tbc arraoa or penoat lefatty taartrrf aanato. Sadfc panaa or panaat t fci pay Traaac t wananatt cnoa Mrwuaa* ai a> njeaavcyiat 
1H SUUalirUlft. TSUSTfE. Lraacr. m Ltaltr't oaaaa. awy Aaai aaac w aaar icaaaar Traaac aarf appn at a aaooaaar aaaac to aay Traaac 
aaaoaacd bcrcaaacr WaJa^oaaacyaaof of tbc rVoytriy.aM^^ 
Trattoc bcrcai aad by a 
3a KCQUtST PCM NOTICES iunaaar m i n i rbmcapajtof tbcaaaacaf acfcab aad aaaac af aac bo ana a> aaa i 
.atotodbatoar 
31. f i m m c A0V4NCI& Upoa rcaacai ot aorroajcr. Leader, at Uadcr't apaaa aa loaj at aaa taarwai tcoaai i i i i i i i l i i n br4d by 
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COiPOfcATE ACBNOWLUyCMtNT 
STATI of UTAH County m 
Oodua day of.. 19 ., peraoaalty appeared before mm -.. 
<kdt kt m dur.~ .. >—• ~... 
of a **?****** *** «•*« d* foregoing t 
behalf of said cofporaooo by authority of us Board of Director*, and ac4»vt^«dfed to me duv laid corpora** 1 
.**«*> 
My coma i caputs: 
STATI or UTAH. 
Notary Pubuc 
INDIVIDUAL ACINC WLEPCMENT 
County SK 
On oW day of .. .. ., 19.. 
baa* duly sworn, acknowledged to Me that ....be.... executed the same. 
My oomuusooa expires: 
. personalty appeared before Me 
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Notary Pubuc Rcsulmg at 
INDIVIDUAL LIMITED PAITNEftSHIP ACENOWLEDCMENT 
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Notary Pubuc 
COftPOftATE UMfTED PAtTNEESHIP ACBWWIXDCMINT 
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 a 
My commission expires: & -f- J^ 
Notary 
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RULING ON MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Addendum "B" 
JUKI 9 1986 
H Dixo^BmcSIey, Clerk 3?^Dist Court 
Deputy Clerk 
George D. Melling, Jr., A2233 
Warren Patten, A2537 
W. Cullen Battle, A0246 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN, 
a Professional Corporation 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
American Savings and Loan 
Association 
Twelfth Floor 
215 South State Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 531-8900 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEBENHAM ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
ELECTRO TECHNICAL CORPORATION, 
a Utah corporation, et al., 
Defendants. 
GENERAL GLASS CORPORATION, 
a Colorado corporation 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MAST CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, a 
Utah corporation, et al., 
Defendants. 
AMERICAN SAVINGS AND LOAN 
ASSOCIATION, a California 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
« & * 
RULING ON MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No\ 
C-85-3067 ,^1^5^4885 
(Consolidated) 
Judge Hanson 
V. 
OAKHILLS PARTNERSHIP, a 
Utah limited partnership, 
et al., 
Defendants. 
This matter came on for hearing upon the motions of 
American Savings and Loan Association, Marathon Steel Co. and Mast 
Construction Co. for summary judgment and partial summary 
judgment. The motions were fully briefed and orally argued on May 
19 and 27, 1986. W. Cullen Battle and Warren Patten appeared for 
American Savings and Loan Association, Arthur M. Strong for 
Marathon Steel Co., Ronald C. Barker for Mast Construction, David 
Black for Edwards & Daniels Associates, John Green for Electro 
Technical Corp., and Robert Babcock for Debenham Electric. The 
Court, being fully advised, hereby rules as follows: 
1. The motion of American Savings and Loan Association 
is granted in part and denied in part as follows: 
a. The trust deed in favor of American Savings and 
Loan Association, as recorded on April 8, 1983, even though it 
contained certain blanks, is operative as either a recorded 
trust deed or a mortgage, but for the question of the 
propriety of the acknowledgment of signatures as reserved in 
paragraph 1(d) of this ruling. 
b. The failure to include the name and address of 
the trustee on the trust deed does not effect its validity or 
recordability. 
-2-
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c. The failure to include the address and date of 
expiration of commission of the notary on any of the recorded 
instruments under which the parties claim does not effect 
their validity or recordability. 
d. There remain issues of both fact and law 
concerning whether the execution of American Savings and Loan 
Association's trust deed was acknowledged before a notary and 
what effect a failure to so acknowledge would have. The Court 
reserves any ruling on these issues until after trial, now set 
for June 25, 1986. 
2. The motions of Marathon Steel Co. and Mast Construc-
tion Co. for summary judgment are denied for the reason stated in 
1(c) above and additionally because there remain issues of both 
fact and law whether work commenced prior to April 8, 1983, and 
whether what Electro Technical Corp. claims to have done on April 
6, 1983, is sufficient to constitute commencement of the work 
under Utah Code Ann. S 38-1-5. The Court reserves any ruling on 
these issues until after trial, now set for June 25, 1986. 
In addition to the issues outlihed in paragraphs 1(d) and 
2 that remain for trial the Court shall also hear on June 25, 
1986, the issues that relate to a subordination agreement between 
Mast Construction Co. and American Savings and Loan Association. 
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DATED t h i s JJ_ day of ik 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
Warren ~Pattpf)/ 
^ A 
rTnfcfthyJ'R. Hanson 
''District Judge 
H J /' *• 
$ui£b^'j£Z&*erdL 
i Robert Babcock 
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FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCOSIONS OF LAW & ORDER 
Addenduin "C" 
FILED IN CLERK'S OFFICE 
Salt Lake County Utah 
AUG 27 1986 
H. Djxpn Htndley, pfeRfr 3rd Dist. Court 
^^
 T
 Deputy Clerk 
George D. Melling, Jr., A2233 
Warren Patten, A2537 
W. Cullen Battle, A0246 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN, 
a Professional Corporation 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
American Savings and Loan 
Association 
Twelfth Floor 
215 South State Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 531-8900 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEBENHAM ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
ELECTRO TECHNICAL CORPORATION, 
a Utah corporation, et al., 
Defendants. 
GENERAL GLASS CORPORATION, 
a Colorado corporation 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MAST CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, a 
Utah corporation, et al.f 
Defendants. 
AMERICAN SAVINGS AND LOAN 
ASSOCIATION, a California 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
A^D ORDER 
Civil No.Xk85-1607, 
C-85-3G67, (>fcr--*8*5-
(Consolidated) 
Judge Hanson 
LAW OFFICES 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
TWELFTH FLOOR 2 1 5 SOUTH STATE STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY UTAH 84111 -2309 
o^° 
*% 
V. 
OAKHILLS PARTNERSHIP, a ) 
Utah limited partnership, ) 
et al., ) 
Defendants. ) 
This case came on for trial on limited issues of priority 
and related matters* Warren Patten and W. Cullen Battle appeared 
for American Savings and Loan Association ("American"), Ronald C. 
Barker for Mast Construction Co., Arthur M. Strong for Marathon 
Steel Co., John C. Green for Electro Technical Corp., and R. 
Stephen Marshall and David Black for Edwards & Daniels 
Associates. The matter was tried to the Court on June 25 and 26, 
1986. 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Upon consideration of the evidence and the arguments of 
counsel the Court enters the following findings of fact and 
conclusions of law: 
A. Findings of Fact 
1. Oakhills Partnership's Trust Deed in favor of 
American (the "Trust Deed") was signed by both Charles W. Akerlow 
and Richard J. Anderson in the office of Western States Title and 
in the presence of Jeffrey J. Jensen, who notarized the Trust 
Deed. 
2. Mr. Akerlow and Mr. Anderson were duly authorized by 
Pacific Western Industries, Inc. and Oakhills Partnership to 
execute the Trust Deed. 
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3. At the time the Trust Deed was signed, neither 
Charles Akerlow nor Richard Anderson were placed under oath. 
4. The Trust Deed was executed, completed, delivered and 
recorded in conformance with the intent of the parties thereto. 
5. Mr. Jensen was personally acquainted with Mr. Akerlow 
and Mr. Anderson and was familiar with their business relationship 
with Pacific Western and Oakhills Partnership at the time he 
notarized the Trust Deed. 
6. No work commenced and no materials were furnished at 
the Oakhills site prior to April 8, 1983. 
7. Even if a temporary power panel and coil of* wire were 
left at the site on April 6, 1983, as contended by the lien 
claimants, their presence, lying on the ground at the side of a 
pile of trash, would not have imparted notice to an observer that 
construction had commenced at the site. 
8. All of the mechanic's liens were recorded within the 
time periods specified in Section 38-1-7, Utah Code Ann. (1953 
as amended). 
B. Conclusions of Law 
1. The acknowledgment of the Trust Deed recorded on 
April 8, 1983 is regular on its faGe and^  conforms to the format 
prescribed by statute. 
2. The Trust Deed was a recordable instrument and, as 
recorded April 8, 1986, imparted constructive notice to all 
parties of the existence of American's lien. 
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3. The temporary power panel and coil of wire, if left 
on the Oakhills site prior to April 8, 1983, would not constitute 
commencement of work or furnishing of materials on the ground 
under Utah Code Ann, S 38-l-5c 
4. Under Utah Code Ann, § 38-1-5, work was not 
otherwise commenced and materials were not otherwise furnished on 
the ground prior to April 8, 1983. 
5. The Trust Deed has priority over all other liens 
against the Oakhills project. 
II. ORDER 
The entry of an order or final judgment shall be held in 
abeyance pending a further hearing on Mast Construction Co.'s 
motion for immediate entry of judgment and the determination of 
the right of American Savings & Loan Association to attorneys1 
fees and the amount thereof, and the motions/for new trial 
heretofore filed. 
DATED t h i s ZL~J day of August, / 9 8 6 . 
A ? r £ § T 
y£>*^ y-h^'.-h 
o^uty^tnrk tfimfithy R. Hanson 
^ D i s t r i c t Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I hand delivered a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and 
Order, on this day of August, 1986 to: 
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Addendum "D" 
FILED IN CLERK'S OFFICE 
Saft Lake County Utah 
NOV I 8 13B6 
H - O i x ^ n ^ . C ^ ^ s t Court 
By Oeputy Cleft* 
George D. Mellirtg, Jr., A2233 
Warren Patten, A2537 
W. Cullen Battle, A0246 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN, 
a Professional Corporation 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
American Savings and Loan 
Association 
Twelfth Floor 
215 South State Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 531-8900 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEBENHAM ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
ELECTRO TECHNICAL CORPORATION, 
a Utah corporation, et al., 
Defendants. 
GENERAL GLASS CORPORATION, 
a Colorado corporation 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MAST CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, a 
Utah corporation, et al., 
Defendants. 
AMERICAN SAVINGS AND LOAN 
ASSOCIATION, a California 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
ORDER FOR ENTRY OF 
FINAL JUDGMENT 
Civil NoVc^.85-1607, 
CP85-3067, Cr55--488"5 
(Consolidated) 
J^ jdge Hanson 
LAW OFFICES 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
TWELFTH FL.OOR 2 1 5 SOUTH STATE STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY UTAH 8 4 1 1 1 2309 
oGivrs 
OAKHILLS PARTNERSHIP, a ) 
Utah limited partnership, et al., ) 
Defendants. ) 
The motion of Mast Construction Company ("Mast") for the 
Court to direct the entry of a final judgment with respect to the 
lien priority claims and other issues resolved by the Court's 
Ruling on Motions for Summary Judgment, dated June 19, 1986, 
(hereinafter "Ruling") and the Court's Findings of Facts, 
Conclusions of Law and Order, dated August 27, 1986 (hereinafter 
"Findings and Conclusions"), came on regularly for hearing before 
the Honorable Timothy R. Hanson on October 6, 1986. 
American Savings and Loan Association appeared through 
its attorney W. Cullen Battle; Marathon Steel Company ("Marathon") 
appeared through its attorney Arthur M. Strong; Electro Technical 
Corporation("ETC") appeared through its attorney John C. Green III 
(who was then excused to attend a hearing in another court); 
Edwards & Daniels Associates appeared through its attorney David 
Black; and Mast and Ron Mast appeared through their attorney 
.Ronald C. Barker. 
The Court hereby determines that: 
1. The Ruling.and the Findings and Conclusions are a 
final determination and disposition of the lien priority claims 
which constitute a separate and independent portion of the lawsuit; 
2. The issues determined by the Ruling and the Findings 
and Conclusions would be appealable but for the fact that other 
claims and issues remain to be decided in the case, and 
LAWOFF,CES
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FABIAN & CLENDENIN {^{J*-**** 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
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3. There is no just reason for delaying the appeal of 
the lien priority claims decided by the Ruling and the Findings 
and Conclusions, To the contrary, permitting an immediate appeal 
of said claims may ultimately result in a speedier resolution of 
the remaining issues in this case. 
WHEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that judgment be entered 
declaring that the Deed of Trust of American Savings and Loan 
Association constitutes a valid lien against the Oakhills 
Condominiums and that said Deed of Trust has priority over the 
liens of all other parties to this acti0n. 
The Court expressly determines, pursuant to Rule 54(b) of 
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, that there exists no just 
reason for the delay in the entry of a final judgment on the 
claims of lien priority. Accordingly, t;he C9urt directs the entry 
of this judgment as a final judgment. 
DATED this day of Novembe; 
rY\ fSST 
:-| DiACNr' 4DLEY 
By 1- 2 . — — - ^
 > - - JiorforaMe Timothy R. Hanson 
'District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Order for Entry of Final Judgment, postage prepaid, 
this 3rd day of November, 1986, to the following: 
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STATUTES 
1 6 - 1 0 - 4 ( c ) OCA, 1953 8 
1 7 - 2 1 - 6 OCA, 1953 19 
3 8 - 1 - 5 OCA, 1953 4 , 1 0 
4 6 - 1 - 5 OCA, 1953 19 
4 6 - 1 - 8 OCA, 1953 17 
5 7 - 1 - 6 OCA, 1953 17 
5 7 - 1 - 1 9 e t s e q . UCA, 1953 22 
5 7 - 2 - 1 e t s e q . , OCA, 1953 1 7 , 1 8 
5 7 - 2 - 7 OCA, 1953 1 7 , 1 8 
5 7 - 3 - 1 OCA, 1953 1 7 , 1 8 
5 7 - 3 - 2 OCA, 1953 1 7 , 1 8 
6 8 - 3 - 1 2 ( 2 ) OCA, 1953 19 
6 8 - 3 - 1 2 ( 3 ) OCA, 1953 15 ,17 
6 8 - 3 - 1 2 ( 4 ) OCA, 1953 1 5 , 1 7 
7 8 - 7 - 1 7 ( 4 ) OCA, 1953 19 
ADDENDOM 
UTAH CODE Corporations 16-10-4, 
14-19-3. Purposes. 
Corporations may be organized under this act for 
any lawful purpose or purposes, unless a different 
manner is prescribed by the statutes for the forma-
tion of corporations for particular purposes. m i 
16-10-4. General powers. 
Each corporation shall have power: 
(a) To have perpetual succession by its corporate 
name unless a limited period of duration is stated in ! 
its articles of incorporation. 
(b) To sue and be sued, complain and defend, in 
its corporate name. 
(c) To have a corporate seal which may be altered 
at pleasure, and to use the same by causing it, or a 
facsimile thereof, to be impressed or affixed or in 
any manner reproduced. 
(d) To purchase, take, receive, lease, or otherwise 
acquire, own, hold, improve, use and otherwise deal 
in and with, real or personal property, or any inte-
rest therein, wherever situated. 
(e) To sell, convey, mortgage, pledge, lease, exc-
hange, transfer and otherwise dispose of all or any 
part of its property and assets. 
(f) To lend money to, and otherwise assist, its 
employees, officers and directors. 
(g) To purchase, take, receive, subscribe for, or 
otherwise acquire, own, hold, vote, use, employ, 
tell, mortgage, lend, pledge, or otherwise dispose of, 
and otherwise use and deal in and with, shares or 
other interests in, or obligations of, other domestic 
or foreign corporations, associations, partnerships 
or individuals, or direct or indirect obligations of 
the United States or of any other government, state, 
territory, governmental district or municipality or of 
any instrumentality thereof. 
(h) To make contracts and guarantees, and incur 
liabilities, borrow money at such rates of interest as 
the corporation may determine, issue its notes, 
bonds, and other obligations, and secure any of its 
obligations by mortgage or pledge of all or any of 
its property, franchises and income. 
(i) To lend money for its corporate purposes, 
invest and reinvest its funds, and take and hold real 
and persona] property as security for the payment of 
funds so loaned or invested. 
(j) To conduct its business, carry on its operat-
ions, and have offices and exercise the powers 
granted by this act in any state, territory, district, or 
possession of the United State, or in any foreign 
country. 
(k) To elect or appoint officers and agents of the 
corporation, and define their duties and fix their 
compensation. 
(1) To make and alter bylaws, not inconsistent 
with its articles of incorporation or with the laws of 
this state, for the administration and regulation of 
the affairs of the corporation. 
(m) To make donations for the public welfare or 
for charitable, scientific, religious or educational 
purposes; provided, however, that nothing in this 
section shall be construed as directly or indirectly 
Affecting the restrictions on corporate contributions 
imposed by section 20-14-21. 
{n) In time of war to transact any lawful business 
in aid of the United States in the prosecution of the 
wax. 
(oKi) A corporation shall have power to indem-
nify any person who was or is a party or is threat-
ened to be made a party to any threatened, pending 
or completed action, suit or proceeding, whether 
civil, criminal, administrative or investigative (other 
than an action by or in the right of the corporation) 
by reason of the fact that he is or was a director, 
officer, employee or agent of the corporation, or is 
or was serving at the request of the corporation as a 
director, officer, employee or agent of another 
corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or 
other enterprise, against expenses (including atto-
rney's fees), judgments, fines and amounts paid in 
settlement actually and reasonably incurred by him 
in connection with such action, suit or proceeding if 
he acted in good faith and in a manner he reason-
ably believed to be in or not opposed to the best 
interests of the corporation, and, with respect to any 
criminal action or proceeding, had no reasonable 
cause to believe his conduct was unlawful. The ter-. 
initiation of any action, suit or proceeding by jud-
gment, order, settlement, conviction, or upon a plea 
of nolo contendere or its equivalent, shall not, of 
itself, create a presumption that the person did not 
act in good faith and in a manner which he reaso-
nably believed to be in or not opposed to the best 
interests of the corporation, and with respect to any 
criminal action or proceeding, had reasonable cause 
to believe that his conduct was unlawful. 
(2) A corporation shall have power to indem-
nify any person who was or is a party or is threat-
ened to be made a party to any threatened, pending 
or completed action or suit by or in the right of the 
corporation to procure a judgment in its favor by 
reason of the fact that he is or was a director, 
officer, employee or agent of the corporation, or is 
or was serving at the request of the corporation as a 
director, officer, employee or agent of another 
corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or 
other enterprise against expenses (including atto-
rney's fees) actually and reasonably incurred by him 
in connection with the defense or settlement of such 
action or suit if he acted in good faith and in a 
manner he reasonably believed to be in or not 
opposed to the best interests of the corporation and 
except that no indemnification shall be made in 
respect of any claim, issue or matter as to which 
such person shall have been adjudged to be liable 
for negligence or misconduct in the performance of 
his duty to the corporation unless and only to the 
extent that the court in which such action or suit 
was brought shall determine upon application that, 
despite the adjudication of liability but in view of all 
circumstances of the case, such person is fairly and 
reasonably entitled to indemnity for such expenses 
which such court shall deem proper. 
(3) To the extent that a director, officer, emp-
loyee or agent of a corporation has been successful 
on the merits or otherwise in defense of any action, 
suit or proceeding referred to in (1) or (2) of this 
subsection, or in defense of any claim, issue or 
matter therein, he shall be indemnified against exp-
enses (including attorneys' fees) actually and reas-
onably incurred by him in connection therewith. 
(4) Any indemnification under (1) or (2) of this 
subsection (unless ordered by a court) shall be made 
I by the corporation only as authorized in the specific 
case upon a determination that indemnification of 
| the director, officer, employee, or agent is proper in 
the circumstances because he has met the applicable 
standard of conduct set forth in (1) or (2) of this 
subsection. Such determination shall be made by the 
board of directors by a majority vote of a quorum 
of the directors, or by the shareholders. 
(5) Expenses incurred in defending a civil or 
criminal action, suit or proceeding may be paid by 
the corporation in advance of the final disposition 
of such action, suit or proceeding as authorized in 
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with the name of the county in which the same is to 
be used. itss 
17-21-3. Methods of recordation authorized. 
The recorder must, on the payment of the fees for 
the same, record in books provided for the purpote 
in a fair hand or by means of a typewriter, camera, 
microfilm, computer or other methods all papers* 
documents, records and other writings required or 
permitted by law to be recorded. i«at 
17-21-4. Certified copies* 
The county recorder is authorized to make and 
furnish to interested persons certified photographic 
copies of any of the records in his office upon 
payment of fees and charges provided therefor. 
Certified copies of such records may be supplied to 
officers of the county for their official use without 
the payment of any fee. its* 
17-21-5. Receipts for documents received for 
record. 
On the filing of any instrument in writing foe 
record in the recorder's office the recorder shall 
when requested give to the person leaving the same 
to be recorded a receipt therefor. lit) 
J U f c f c General duties - Records and indexes. 
Every recorder must keep: 
(1) An entry record, in which the recorder shall 
immediately upon receipt of any instrument to be 
recorded, enter in the order of its reception or entry, 
as the case may be, the names of the parties thereto, 
its dates, the hour, the day of the month and the 
year of filing any such statement and a brief descr-
iption of the premises, endorsing upon each instru-
ment a number corresponding with the number of 
such entry. 
(2) A grantors' index, in which shall be indexed 
all deeds and final judgments or decrees partitioning 
or affecting the title to or possession of real prop-
erty, which shall show the number of the instru-
ment, the name of each grantor in alphabetical 
order, the name of the grantee, date of the instru-
ment, time of filing, kind of instrument, consider-
ation, the book and page and entry number in 
which it is recorded, and a brief description of the 
premises. 
(3) A grantees' index, in which shall be indexed 
all deeds and final judgments or decrees partitioning 
or affecting the title to or possession of real prop-
erty, which shall show the number of .the instru-
ment, the name of each grantee in alphabetical 
order, the name of the grantor, date of (he instru-
ment, time of filing, kind of instrument, consider-
ation, the book and page and entry number in 
which it is recorded, and a brief description of the 
premises. 
(4) A mortgagors' index in which shall be entered 
all mortgages, deeds of trust, liens, and all other 
instruments in the nature of an encumbrance upon 
real estate, which shall show the number of the 
instrument, name of each mortgagor, debtor or 
person charged with the encumbrance in alphabet-
ical order, the name of the mortgagee, lien holder, 
creditor or claimant, date of instrument, time of 
filing, nature of instrument, consideration, the book 
and page and entry number in which it is recorded, 
and a brief description of the property charged. 
(5) A mortgagees' index, in which shall be entered 
all mortgages, deeds of trust, liens, and all other 
instruments in the nature of an encumbrance upon 
real estate, which shall show the number of the 
instrument, name of each mortgagee, lien holder, 
creditor or claimant, in alphabetical order, the name 
UTAHCOOC 
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of the mortgagor or person charged with the encu-
mbrance, date of instrument, time of filing, nature 
of instrument, consideration, the book and page and 
entry number in which it is recorded, and a brief 
description of the property charged. 
(6) An abstract record, which shall show by tracts 
or parcels every conveyance or encumbrance, or 
other instrument recorded, the date and character of 
the instrument, time of filing the same, and the 
book and page and entry number where the same is 
recorded, which record shall be so kept as to show a 
true chain of tide to each tract or parcel and the 
encumbrances thereon as shown by the records of 
the office. 
(7) An index to recorded maps, plats, and subdi-
visions. 
(8) An index of powers of attorney, labeled 
"powers of attorney," each page divided into seven 
columns, namely: "date of filing," "book," "page," 
and "entry number," "from," "to," "revoked." 
(9) A miscellaneous index, in which shall be 
entered all instruments of a miscellaneous character 
not otherwise provided for in this section, each page 
divided into eight columns, namely: "date of filing," 
"book," "page," and "entry number," "instrument," 
"from," "to / "remarks." 
(10) An index of transcripts of judgments, labeled ^ 
"transcripts of judgments," each page divided into g 
seven columns headed, respectively, "judgment * 
debtors," "judgment creditors," "amount of judg-
ment," "where recovered," "when recovered," 
"when transcript filed," "when judgment satisfied." 
(11) A general filing index in which shall be 
indexed all executions and writs of attachment, and 
any other instruments not required by law to be 
spread upon the records, and in separate columns he 
must enter the names of the plaintiffs in the execu-
tion, the defendants in the execution, the purchaser 
at the sale and the date of the sale, and the filing 
number of the documents. 
The indexes provided for in subdivisions 8 to 11 
shall be alphabetically arranged, and in each case a 
reverse index shall be kept. 
(12) Nothing m this section shall preclude the use 
of a single name index by the recorder if such index 
includes and references all of the above indexes, im 
17-21-7. Repeated. IMJ 
17-21-8. Maps and plats • Approval before 
recordation. 
It shall be unlawful for any recorder to record 
any map or plat of a subdivision of land situated in 
any city or town until the same shall have been 
approved by the legislative authority of the city or 
town in which such land may be situated, or in the 
absence of such legislative authority by the legisla-
tive authority of the county in which the town is 
situated, unless such map or plat of a subdivision is 
attached to or forms a part of a conveyance and 
relates to the property or some part thereof embr-
aced in said conveyance. And it shall be unlawful 
for any recorder to record any map or plat of a 
subdivision of land situated outside of any city or 
town until the same shall have been approved by the 
board of county commissioners of the county in 
which such land is situated, unless such map or plat 
is attached to or forms a pan of a conveyance and 
relates to the property, or some part thereof, emb-
raced in said conveyance. For each and every viol-
ation of this section by any recorder, his deputies or 
employees, the recorder shall forfeit and pay to the 
county the sum of $200. i t« 
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TITLE 38. LIENS 
Chapter 1. Mechanics' Liens. 
Chapter 2. Miscellaneous Liens. 
Chapter 3. Lessors' Liens. 
Chapter 4. Common Carriers' Ueas. 
Chapter 5. Judf meat Lira - United States Courts. 
Chapter 6. Federal Tax Ueas. 
Chapter 7. Hospital Lien Law, 
Chapter 8. Self-service Storage Facilities. 
Chapter 9. Penalty for Wrongful Lieu. 
Chapter 1. Mechanics' Liens 
38-1-1. Publk buildings not subject to act. 
33-1-2. 'Contractors* and 'subcontractors' denned. 
38-1-3. Those entitled to Hen • What may be attached 
- Lien on ores rained. 
39° 1-4. Amount of land affected - Lois and 
subdivisions - Mines - Franchises, fixtures and 
appurtenances. 
3*-1-5. Priority - Over other encumbrances* 
38-14. Priority over daiaM of creditors of original 
contractor or subcontractor. 
38-1-7. Notice of daiai - Contents - Recording • 
Service on owner of property. 
38-1-8. Liens on several separate properties in one ciahu. 
38-1-9. Notice imparted by record. 
38-1-10. Laborers* and materiatmea's lien on equal 
footing regardleaB of time of filing. 
38-1-11. Enforcement - Tiase for - Lis pendens • 
Action for debt not affected. 
38-1-12. Repealed. 
38-1-13. Parties - Joinder - Intervention. 
38-1-14. Decree - Order of satisfaction. 
38-1-15. Sale • Redemption - Disposition of proceeds. 
38-1-16. Deficiency judgment. 
38-1-17. Costs • Apportionment. Costs and 
attorneys* fee to subcontractor. 
38-1-18. Attorneys' fees. 
38-1-19. Payment by owner to contractor -
Subcontractor's Ken not affected. 
38-1-20. When contract price not payable in cash • 
Notice. 
38-1-21. Advance payments - Effect on subcontractor's 
Hen. 
38-1-22. Advance payments under terns of contract -
Effect on liens. 
38-1-23. Creditors cannot reach materials furnished, 
except for purchase price. 
38-1-24. Cancellation of record • Penalty. 
38-1-25. Abuse of Hen right - Penalty. 
38-1-26. Assignment of Hen. 
38-1-1. Public buildings not subject to act. 
The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to 
any public building, structure or improvement. 1953 
33-1-2. "Contractors* and "subcontractors" 
defined. 
Whoever shall do work or furnish materials by 
contract, express or implied, with the owner, as in 
this chapter provided, shall be deemed an original 
contractor, and ail other persons doing work or 
furnishing materials shall be deemed subcontractors. 
1953 
38-1-3. Those entitled to lien - What may be 
attached - Lien on ores mined. 
Contractors, subcontractors and all persons per-
forming any services or furnishing or renting any 
materials or equipment used in the construction, 
alteration, or improvement of any building or stru-
cture or improvement to any premises in any 
manner; all persons who shall do work or furnish 
materials for the prospecting, development, preser-
vation or working of any mining claim, mine, 
quarry, oil or gas well, or deposit; and licensed 
architects and engineers and artisans who have fur-
nished designs, plats, plans, maps, specifications, 
drawings, estimates of cost, surveys or superintend 
dence, or who have rendered other like professional 
service, or bestowed labor, shall have a lien upon 
the property upon or concerning which they have 
rendered service, performed labor or furnished or 
rented materials or equipment for the value of the 
service rendered, labor performed or materials or 
equipment furnished or rented by each respectively, 
whether at the instance of the owner or of any other 
person acting by his authority as agent, contractor 
or otherwise. Such liens shall attach only to such 
interest as the owner may have in the property, but 
the interest of a lessee of a mining claim, mine or 
deposit, whether working under bond or otherwise, 
shall for the purposes of this chapter include prod-
ucts mined and excavated while the same remain 
upon the premises included within the lease. rnt 
38-M. Amount of land affected - Lots and 
subdhristoas - Mints - Franchises, fixtures and 
appurtenances. 
The liens granted by this chapter shall extend to 
and cover so much of the land whereon such buil-
ding, structure or improvement shall be made as 
may be necessary for the convenient use and occu-
pation thereof, and in case any such building shall 
occupy two or more lots or other subdivisions of 
land, such lots or subdivisions shall be deemed one 
for the purposes of this chapter; and when two or 
more mining claims, mines or valuable deposits, 
whether owned by the same person or not, shall, 
with the consent of all, be worked through a 
common shaft, tunnel, incline, drift or other exca-
vation, then all the mining claims, mines or valuable 
deposits so worked shall for the purposes of this 
chapter be deemed one; and the liens in this chapter 
provided for shall attach to all franchises, privileges, 
appurtenances, and to all machinery and fixtures, 
pertaining to or used in connection with any such 
lands, buildings, structures or improvements, mining 
claims, mines or valuable deposits. i t» 
38-1-5. Priority - Over other encumbrances. 
The liens herein provided for shall relate back to, 
and take effect as of, the time of the commence-
ment to do work or furnish materials on the ground 
for the structure or improvement, and shall have 
priority over any lien, mortgage or other encumbr-
ance which may have attached subsequently to the 
time when the building, improvement or structure 
was commenced, work begun, or first material fur-
nished on the ground; also over any lien, mortgage 
or other encumbrance of which the lien holder had 
no notice and which was unrecorded at the time the 
building, structure or improvement was commenced, 
work begun, or first material furnished on the 
ground. i9S3 
38*1-6. Priority over claims of creditors of 
original contractor or subcontractor. 
No attachment, garnishment or levy under an 
execution upon any money due to an original cont-
ractor from the owner of any property subject to 
lien under this chapter shall be valid as against any 
lien of a subcontractor or materialman, and no such 
attachment, garnishment or levy upon any money 
due to a subcontractor or materialman from the 
contractor shall be valid as against any Hen of a 
laborer employed by the day or piece. i9$3 
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TITLE 46. NOTARIES PUBLIC 
AND COMMISSIONERS OF 
DEEDS 
Chapter 1. Notifies PuMfc 
Chafer 2. Coaiadssioaers of Deeds. 
Chapter 1. Notaries Public 
46-1-1. Qualifications - Appoiataseat - Term -
Removal. 
46-1-2. Mister list of aotaries paMk - Commlaiioai 
certified to clerks of district courts • Names of 
aad dlvlsioa director priated oa certificate. 
46-1 3 Oath aad bond, 
46-1-4. Actioa oa boad - Parties - Uatitattoa of 
actloa. 
46-1-5. Powers. 
46-1-6. Record of protests - Evidence. 
46»1 7. Seal. 
46-I-*. Affix to afaatare place of residence aad date 
commission expires* 
46»i~*. Actiat after coauaissioa expires - Penalty. 
46-1-10. Disqualification because of latere*. 
46-1-1. Quaiiflcition - Appoint**** - Tersa 
- Removal . 
A notary public shall be 18 years of age or older 
and be a resident of this state 30 days immediately 
preceding the filing for a notary public appoint-
ment. The governor may appoint and commission as 
many notaries public as he considers necessary. 
Each notary public shall hold office for the term of 
four years from and after the date of their commi-
ssion, but the governor may remove any notary 
public from his appointed term of office. Each 
commission shall be filed and recorded with the 
Division of Corporations and Com mercial Code. ins 
46-1-2 . Mister list of notaries public -
Commissions certified to clerks of district courts 
- Names of governor aad division director 
printed on certificate. 
Hereafter, whenever a notarial commission is 
issued to any person, the governor and the director 
of the Division of Corporations and Commercial 
Code shall certify to a master list of notaries public. 
The issuance of all commissions shall be certified to 
each of the several clerks of the district courts giving 
the dates of issuance and expiration of same. All 
notary certificates shall have printed thereon the 
names of the governor and the director of the Div-
ision of Corporations and Commercial Code. 1*4 
46-1*3. Oath and bond. 
Each notary public before entering upon his off-
icial duties shall take the constitutional oath and 
post a bond naming the state as obligee in the penal 
sum of $5,000, conditioned for the faithful perfor-
mance of the duties of his office. Such bonds shall 
be approved by the Division of Corporations and 
Commercial Code and filed in its office. I«M 
46-1-4. Action on bond - Parties • Limitation 
of action. 
The bond of a notary public may be sued on by 
any person injured through official delinquencies 
against which it is intended to provide; provided, 
that such action shall be instituted within three years 
from the time such cause of action shall have 
accrued. m3 
19S3 
46-1-5. Powers. 
Notaries public may exercise the following powers 
within this state; Administer all oaths provided by 
law, acknowledge powers of attorney and all such 
instruments of writing conveying or affecting prop-
erty in any part of this state, or elsewhere as may be 
lawful; take affidavits and depositions; make decl-
arations and protests; and do all other acts usually 
done by notaries public. itss 
46-1-6. Record of protests - Evidence. 
Each notary public shall keep a fair record of all 
notices of protest made by him, noting the time and 
manner in which they were served, the names of all 
parties to whom they were directed and a descrip-
tion and the amount of the instrument protested. 
Such record shall be competent evidence to prove 
such notices. When required and the fees therefor 
are paid each notary public shall give a certified 
copy of any official record of paper in his office. 
46-1-7. Seal. 
Each notary public shall have an official seal, 
with which he shall authenticate all of his official 
acts. It must contain the words "State of Utah/ and 
"Notary Public* or 'Notarial Seal," with the 
surname and at least the initials of his Christian 
name. i*s3 
4 6 - 1 4 . Affix to sifottttare place of residence a a d 
dite commission expires. 
To all acknowledgments, oaths, affirmations and I 
instruments of every kind taken and certified by a ] 
notary public he shall affix to his signature his off-
icial title and his place of residence and the date on 1 
which his commission expires. its I 
46-1-9. Acting after commission expires • 
Penalty. 
Any person who willfully affixes his signature and 
seal as notary public to any instrument after the 
expiration of his commission as such notary public 
is guilty of a misdemeanor. i«53 
46-1-10. Disqualification because of interest. 
Any notary public who is a stockholder, director, 
officer or employee of a bank or other corporation 
may take the acknowledgment of any party to any 
written instrument executed to or by such corpora-
tion, and may administer an oath to any other sto-
ckholder, director, officer, employee or agent of 
such corporation, and may protest for nonacccpt-
ance or nonpayment bills of exchange, drafts, 
checks, notes and other negotiable instruments 
which may be owned, or held for collection, by such 
corporation; but it shall be unlawful for any notary 
public to take the acknowledgment of any person to 
an instrument executed by or to a bank or other 
corporation of which he is a stockholder, director, 
officer or employee where he is a party to such 
instrument, either individually or as a representative 
of such corporation, or to protest any negotiable 
instrument owned or held for collection by such 
corporation where he is individually a party to such 
instrument. 19S3 
Chapter 2. Commissioners of Deeds 
46-2-1. Appointment - Term - Removal. 
46-2-2. Powers. 
46-2-3. Affix to signature place of residence aad date 
commission expires. 
46-2-4. Force aad effect of official acts. 
46-2-5. Official oat*. 
46-2-6. Oaths aad seals of commissioners to be filed. 
46-2-7. Fees. 
46-2-4. Copy of laws to accompany commission. 
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57-1-30. Sale of trust property by trustee - Corporate 
stock evidencing water rights given to secure trust deed. 
57-1-31. Trust deeds • Default in performance of 
obti%*ti<HH secured • Relnstatememt - C*0ceiUti<Ht <tf 
recorded notice of default. 
57-1-32. Sale of trust property by trustee • Action to 
recover balance due upon obligation for which trust dee* 
was given as security - Collection of costs and 
attorney's fees. 
57-1-33. Satisfaction of obligation secured by trust deed 
- Reconveyance of trust property. 
57-1-34. Sale of trust property by trustee • Foreclosure 
of trust deed • Limitation of actions. 
57-1-35. Trust deeds • Transfer of debts secured by -
Transfer of security. 
57-1-36. Trust deeds - Instruments entitled to be 
recorded • Assignment of a beneficial interest. 
57-1-1. "Conveyance" defined. 
The term "conveyance* as used in this title shall 
be construed to embrace every instrument in writing 
by which any real es ta te , or interest in real estate , is 
created, aliened, mor tgaged , encumbered or assi-
gned, except wills, and leases for a term not excee-
ding one year. 1953 
57-1-2. W o r d s of inher i tance not required to past 
fee. 
The term "heirs ," or o ther technical words of 
inheritance or succession, are not requisite to t ran-
sfer a fee in real es ta te . t«S3 
S7-1-J. Gnat of fee simple presumed* 
A fee simple title is presumed to be intended t o 
pass by a conveyance of real estate, unless it appears 
from the conveyance that a lesser estate was inte-
nded. 1953 
57-1-4. At tempted conveyance of more t h a i 
grantor owns • Effect. 
A conveyance made by an owner of an estate for 
life or years, purporting to convey a greater estate 
than he could lawfully transfer, does not work a 
forfeiture of his estate, but passes to the grantee all 
the estate which the grantor could lawfully transfer. 
57-1-5. Grant to two or more - Tenancy in 
common presumed - Joint tenancy - Creation 
of joint tenancy in owner and others • Interest 
of joint tenants. 
Every interest in real estate granted to two or 
more persons in their own right shall be a tenancy in 
c o m m o n , unless expressly declared in the grant to be 
otherwise. Use o f words "joint tenancy* or "with 
rights of survivorship" or "and to the survivor of 
them" or words of similar import shall declare a 
joint tenancy. A sole owner of real proper ty shall 
create a joint tenancy in himself and ano the r or 
others by mak ing a transfer to himself and such 
other or others as jo in t tenants by use of such words 
as herein provided o r by conveying to ano ther 
person or persons an interest in land in which an 
interest is retained by the grantor and by declaring 
the creat ion of a jo int tenancy by use of such words 
as herein provided . In all cases the interest of jo int 
tenants must be equal a n d undivided. 1953 
57-1-6. Recording necessary to impar t notice • 
Operation and effect - Interest of person not 
named in ins t rumen t . 
Every conveyance of real estate, and every instr-
ument of writ ing setting forth an agreement to 
convey any real es ta te o r whereby any real estate 
may be affected, t o opera te as notice to third 
persons shall be proved or acknowledged and certi-
fied in the m a n n e r prescribed by this title a n d rec-
orded in the office of the recorder of the county in 
which such real es ta te is si tuated, but shall be valid 
Code • Co 
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and binding between the parties thereto without 
such proofs , acknowledgment , certification or 
record, and as to all other persons who have had 
actual notice. Neither the fact that an instrument, 
recorded as herein provided, recites only a nominal 
considerat ion, nor the fact that the grantee in such 
instrument is designated as trustee, or that the con-
veyance otherwise purports to be in trust without 
naming the beneficiaries or stating the terms of the 
t rus i , shall opera te to charge any third person with 
notice of the interest of any person or persons not 
nan^ed in such instrument or of the grantor or gra-
ntors ; but the grantee may convey the fee or such 
lessor interest as was conveyed to him by such inst-
rument free and clear of all claims not disclosed by 
the instrument or by an instrument recorded as 
herein provided setting forth the names of the ben-
eficiaries, specifying the interest claimed and descr-
ibing the property charged with such interest. I9S3 
57-1-7. Applicability of section. 
This act shall apply to all instruments , whether 
recorded prior to or subsequent to the effective date 
hereof, but as to instruments which have been rec-
orded prior thereto, it shall not apply until one year 
from its effective da te . M O 
57-1-S. Powers of attorney - T o be recorded. 
Every power of at torney, or other instrument in 
writing, containing a power to convey any real 
estate as agent or attorney for the owner tncreof. o r 
to execute as agent or at torney for another any 
conveyance whereby any real estate is conveyed or 
may be affected, shall be acknowledged or proved, 
and certified and recorded, as conveyances whereby 
real estate is conveyed or affected are required to be 
acknowledged or proved and certified and recorded. 
57-1-9. Revocation t o be recorded. 
N o such power of at torney or other instrument 
shall be deemed to be revoked by any act of the 
person by whom it was executed until the instrument 
containing such revocation shall be filed for record 
in the same office in which the instrument contai-
ning the power is recorded, or until it is canceled of 
record as provided by law. 1953 
57-1-10. After-acquired title passes. 
If any person shall hereafter convey any real 
estate by conveyance purport ing to convey the same 
in fee simple absolute, and shall not at the time of 
such conveyance have the legal estate in such real 
estate, but shall afterwards acquire the same, the 
legal! estate subsequently acquired shall immediately 
pass I to the grantee, his heirs, successors or assigns, 
and such conveyance shall be as valid as if such 
legal! estate had been in the grantor at the time of 
the conveyance. 19S3 
57-1-11. Cla imant out of possession may convey. 
A n y person claiming title t o any real estate may , 
notwi ths tanding there may be an adverse possession 
thereof, sell and convey his interest therein in the 
same manner and with the same effect as if he were 
in the actual possession thereof. 1953 
57-1-12. F o r m of warranty deed - Effect. 
Conveyances of land may be substantial ly in the 
following form: 
W A R R A N T Y D E E D 
(here insert name), grantor, of 
(insert place of residence), hereby conveys and 
warrants to (insert name), grantee, of 
(insert place of residence), for the sum of 
dollars, the following described tract of land 
in County, Utah, to wit: (here describe the 
It the UTAH ADVANCE REPORTS Code • C o 
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sale of such lands for taxes; and may be foreclosed 
as provided by law upon any default being made in 
any of the conditions thereof as to payment of 
either principal, interest, taxes or assessments. if53 
57-1-15. Revocation or termination of power 
executed by persons i s armed forces - Merchant 
seamen - Effect of actual notice or knowledge. 
No agency created by a power of attorney in 
writing given by a principal who is at the time of 
execution, or who, after executing such power of 
attorney, becomes, either: 
(a) A member of the armed forces of the United 
States, or 
(b) a person serving as a merchant seaman outside 
the limits of the United States, included within the 
forty-eight states and the District of Columbia, or 
(c) a person outside said limits by permission; 
assignment, or direction of any department or offi-
cial of the United States government, in connection 
with any activity pertaining to or connected with the 
prosecution of any war in which the United States is 
then engaged, shall be revoked or terminated by the 
death of the principal as to the agent or other 
person who, without actual knowledge or actual 
notice of the death or [of] principal shall have acted 
or shall act, in good faith, under or in reliance upon 
such power of attorney or agency, and any action so 
taken, unless otherwise invalid or unenforceable 
shall be binding on the heirs, devisees, legatees, or 
personal representatives of the principal. 1*0 
57-1-16. Affidavit of lack of notice or knowledge 
- Effect of - Recordation of. 
An affidavit, executed by the attorney in fact or 
agent, setting forth that he has not, or had not at 
the time of doing any act pursuant to the power of 
attorney, received actual knowledge or actual notice 
of the revocation or termination of the power of 
attorney, by death or otherwise, or notice of any 
facts indicating the same, shall, in the absence of 
fraud, be conclusive proof of the nonrevocation or 
nontermination of the power at such time. If the 
exercise of the power requires execution and delivery 
of any instrument which is recordable under the 
laws of this state, such affidavit (when authenticated 
for record in the manner prescribed by law) shall 
likewise be recordable. i9$j 
57-1-17. Report of * missing" - Effect of as 
notice. 
No report or listing, either official or otherwise, 
of "missing" or "missing in action," as such words 
are used in military parlance, shall constitute or be 
interpreted as constituting actual knowledge or 
actual notice of the death of such principal or notice 
of any facts indicating the same, nor shall it operate 
to revoke the agency. 1*53 
57-1-18. Effect of provisions in power. 
This act shall not be construed so as to alter or 
affect any provision for revocation or termination 
contained in such power of attorney. i*s3 
57-1-19. Trust deeds • Definitions of terms. 
As used in this act: 
(1) "Beneficiary* means the person named or 
otherwise designated in a trust deed as the person 
for whose benefit a trust deed is given, or his succ-
essor in interest. 
(2) "Trustor* means the person conveying real 
property by a trust deed as security for the perfor-
mance of an obligation. 
(3) "Trust deed* means a deed executed in conf-
ormity with this act and conveying real property to 
a trustee in trust to secure the performance of an 
obligation of the grantor or other person named in 
the deed to a beneficiary. 
(4) "Trustee* means a person to whom title to real 
property is conveyed by trust deed, or his successor 
in interest. 
(5) "Real property" means any estate or interest in 
land, including all buildings, fixtures and improve-
ments thereon and alt water rights, rights of way, 
easements, rents, issues, profits, income, tenements, 
hereditaments, privileges and appurtenances there-
unto belonging, used or enjoyed with said land, or 
any part thereof. 
(6) "Trust property" means the real property 
conveyed by the trust deed. m i 
57-1-20. Transfers in trust of real property -
Purposes - Effect. 
Transfers in trust of real property may be made 
to secure the performance of an obligation of the 
trustor or any other person named in the trust deed 
to a beneficiary. All right, title, interest and claim in 
and to the trust property acquired by the trustor, or 
his successors in interest, subsequent to the execu-
tion of the trust deed, shall inure to the trustee as 
security for the obligation or obligations for which 
the trust property is conveyed in like manner as if 
acquired before execution of the trust deed. i*i 
57-1-21. Trustees of trust deeds - Qualifications. 
(1) The trustee of a trust deed shall be: 
(a) any member of the Utah State Bar; 
(b) any bank, building and loan association, 
savings and loan association, or insurance company 
authorized to do business in Utah under the laws of 
Utah or the United States; 
(c) any corporation authorized to conduct a 
trust business in Utah under the laws of Utah or the 
United States; 
(d) any title insurance or abstract company 
authorized to do business in Utah under the laws of 
Utah; 
(e) any agency o f the United States government; 
or 
( 0 any association or corporation which is lic-
ensed, chartered, or regulated by the Farm Credit 
Administration or its successor. 
This subsection is not applicable to a trustee of a 
trust deed existing prior to the effective date of this 
chapter, nor to any agreement which is supplemental 
to that trust deed. 
(2) The trustee of a trust deed may not be the 
beneficiary therein, unless the beneficiary is quali-
fied to be a trustee under Subsection (l)(b), (c), (e), 
or (0. i«s 
57-1-22. Successor trustee - Appointment by 
beneficiary - Effect - Substitution of trustee -
Notice - Recording - Form. 
(1) The beneficiary may appoint a successor 
trustee at any time by filing for record in the office 
of the county recorder of each county in which the 
trust property or some part thereof is situated, a 
substitution of trustee. From the time the substitu-
tion is filed for record, the new trustee shall succeed 
to all the power, duties, authority and title of the 
trustee named in the deed of trust and of any succ-
essor trustee. 
(2) The substitution shall identify the trust deed 
by stating the names of the original parties thereto 
and the date of recordation and the book and page 
where the same is recorded or the entry number, 
shall state the name of the new trustee and shall be 
executed and acknowledged by all of the beneficia-
ries under the trust deed, or their successors in int-
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Chapter 2. Acknowledgements 
57-2-1 Manner of acknowledging or proving 
conveyances. 
57-2-2. Who authorized Co take acknowledgment*. 
57-2-3. Acknowledgment by deputy. 
57-2-4. Taking acknowledgments of persons with tailed 
States armed forces. 
57-2-5 Certificate of acknowledgment. 
57-2-6. Party must be known or identified. 
57-2-7 Form of certificate of acknowledgment. 
57-2-S When grantor unknown to officer. 
57-2-9. When executed by attorney in fact. 
57-2-10. Proof of execution • How made. 
57-2-11. Witness must be known or identified. 
57-2-12. What must be proven. 
57-2-13 Form of certificate. 
57-2-14. When subscribing witness dead - Proof of 
handwriting. 
57-2-15. What evidence required. 
57-2-14. Subpoena to subscribing witness. 
57-2-17 Disobedience - Contempt - Proof aminde. 
57-2-1. Manner of acknowledging or proving 
conveyances. 
Every conveyance in writing whereby any real 
estate is conveyed or may be affected shall be ack-
nowledged or proved and certified in the manner 
hereinafter provided. w© 
57-2-2. Who authorized to lake 
acknowledgments. 
The proof or acknowledgment of every convey-
ance whereby any real estate is conveyed or may be 
affected shall be taken by some one of the following 
officers 
(1) If acknowledged or proved within thts state, 
by a judge or clerk or a court having a seal, or a 
notarv public, county clerk or county recorder. 
(2) If acknowledged or proved without this state 
and within any state or territory of the United 
States, by a judge or clerk or any court of the 
United State, or of any state or territory, having a 
seal, or by a notary public, or by a commissioner 
appointed by the governor of this state for that 
purpose. 
(3) If acknowledged or proved without the United 
States, by a judge or clerk of any court of any state, 
kingdom or empire having a seal, or any notary 
public therein, or any ambassador, minister, com-
missioner or consul of the United States appointed 
to reside therein. I9S3 
57-2-3. Acknowledgment by deputy. 
When any of the officers above mentioned are 
authorized by law to appoint a deputy, such ackn-
owledgment or proof may be taken by any such 
deputy in the name of his principal. its? 
57-2-4. Taking acknowledgments of persons witfe 
United States armed forces. 
In addition to the acknowledgment of instruments 
in the manner and form and as otherwise authorized 
by this chapter, any person serving in or with the 
armed forces of the United States may acknowledge 
the same wherever located before any commissioned 
officer in the active service of the armed forces of 
the United States with the rank of second lieutenant 
or higher in the Army or Marine Corps, or ensign 
or higher in the Navy or United States Coast Guard. 
The instrument shall not be rendered invalid by the 
failure to state therein the place of execution or 
acknowledgment. No authentication of the officer's 
certificate of acknowledgment shall be required, but 
the officer taking the acknowledgment shall endorse 
thereon or attach thereto a certificate substantially 
in the following form: 
On this day of 1 9 _ , before me , 
the Undersigned officer, personally appeared , 
known to me (or satisfactorily proven) to be serving 
in or with the armed forces of the United States and 
to be the person whose name is subscribed to the 
within instrument and acknowledged that __ he _ 
executed the same for the purposes therein conta-
ined. And the undersigned does further certify that 
he is at the date of this certificate a commissioned 
officer of the rank stated below and is in the active 
service of the armed forces of the United States. 
Signature of Officer 
Rank of Officer and 
Command to Which 
Attached 
IfSJ 
57-2-5. Certificate of acknowledgment. 
Every officer who shall take the proof or ackno-
wledgment of any conveyance affecting any real 
estate shall make a certificate thereof, and cause 
such certificate to be endorsed on or annexed to 
such conveyance. Such certificate shall be: 
(1) When made by any judge or clerk, under the 
hand of such judge or clerk, and the sea) of the 
court. 
(2) When made by any other officer, under the 
hand and official seal of such officer. i*o 
57-2-6. Party mnst be known or identified. 
No acknowledgment of any conveyance whereby 
any real estate is conveyed or may be affected shall 
be taken unless the person offering to make such 
acknowledgment shall be personally known to the 
officer taking the same to be the person whose name 
is subscribed to such conveyance as a party thereto, 
or shall be proved to be such by the oath or affir-
mation of a credible witness personally known to 
the officer taking the acknowledgment. ww 
57-2-7. Form of certificate of acknowledgment. 
A certificate of acknowledgment to any instru-
ment in writing affecting the title to any real prop-
erty in (his state may be substantially in the follo-
wing form: 
State of Utah, County of 
On the day of , 1 9 _ . personally appe-
ared before me , the signer of the above ins-
trument, who duly acknowledged to me that he 
executed the same. 
The certificate of acknowledgment of an instru-
ment executed by a corporation must be substanti-
ally in the following form: 
State of Utah, County of 
On the day of , 19__, personally appe-
ared before me , who being by me duly 
sworn (or affirmed), did say that he is the president 
(or other officer or agent, as the case may be) of 
(naming the corporation), and that said instrument 
was signed in behalf of said corporation by autho-
rity of its bylaws (or of a resolution of its board of 
directors, as the case may be), and said 
acknowledged to me that said corporation executed 
the same. i*» 
57-2-3. When grantor unknown to officer. 
When the grantor is unknown to the officer 
taking the acknowledgment, the certificate shall be 
substantially in the following form, to wit: 
State of Utah, County 
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57-3-5. Mortgages - Assignment of - Effect of 
recordation. 
57-34 throat* 57-3-7. Repealed. 
57.34. Failure to discharge after satisfaction -
Liability. 
57-34. Conveyances prior to January 1, 19*1 -
Recording - Effect. 
57-3-10. Legal description of real property aad naaaes 
aad addresses required ia instruments. 
57-3-11. Original docameats required • Captions -
Legibility. 
57*3-1. Certificate of acknowledgment or of j 
proof of execution a prerequisite. 
A certificate of the acknowledgment of any con-
veyance, or of the proof of the execution thereof as 
provided in this title, signed and certified by the 
officer taking the same as provided in this title, shall 
entitle such conveyance, with the certificate or cer-
tificates aforesaid, to be recorded in the office of 
the recorder of the county in which the real estate is 
situated. tts3 
57-3-2. Record imparts notice - Recordation not 
affected by change in interest rate. 
(1) Every conveyance, or instrument in writing 
affecting real estate, executed, acknowledged, or 
proved, and certified, in the manner prescribed by 
this title, and every patent to lands within this state 
duly executed and verified according to law, and 
every judgment, order, or decree of any court of 
record in this state, or a copy of it, required by law 
to be recorded in the office of the county recorder, 
and every financing statement which complies with 
Section 70A-9-402 shall, from the time of filing 
the same with the recorder for record, impart notice 
to all persons of their contents. Subsequent purch-
asers, mortgagees, and lien holders are deemed to 
purchase and take with notice. 
(2) The recording of an instrument as provided in 
Subsection (1) is not affected by any change in an 
interest rate in accordance with terms of an agree-
ment pertaining to the obligation for which the 
instrument recorded was given as security. tsts 
57-3-3. Effect of failure to record. 
Every conveyance of real estate hereafter made, 
which shall not be recorded as provided in this title, 
shall be void as against any subsequent purchaser in 
good faith and for a valuable consideration of the 
same real estate, or any portion thereof, where his 
own conveyance shall be first duly recorded. 1953 
57-3-4. Certified copies entitled to record in 
another county - Effect. 
Whenever an original instrument in writing is of 
record in the office of the county recorder of any 
county, a copy of the record of such instrument, 
certified by the county recorder of such county, may 
be recorded in the office of the county recorder of 
any other county; and the recording of any such 
certified copy in the office of the county recorder of 
such other county, whether done heretofore or her-
eafter, shall have the same force and effect as if the 
original instrument had been recorded in such other 
county. 1953 
57-3-5. Mortgages - Assignment of - Effect of 
recordation. 
The recording of an assignment of a mortgage 
shall not in itself be deemed notice of such assign-
ment to the mortgagor, his heirs or personal repre-
sentatives so as to invalidate any payment made by 
them or either of them to the mortgagee. 1953 
5 7 - 3 4 through 57-3-7. Repealed. 1943 
57-34. Failure to discharge after satisfaction -
Liability. 
If the mortgagee fails to discharge or release any 
mortgage after the same has been fully satisfied, he 
shall be liable to the mortgagor for double the 
damages resulting from such failure. Or the mortg-
agor may bring an action against the mortgagee to 
compel the discharge or release of the mortgage 
after the same has been satisfied; and the judgment 
of the court must be that the mortgagee discharge or 
release the mortgage and pay the mortgagor the 
costs of suit, and all damages resulting from such 
failure. itsj 
57-3-9. Conveyances prior to January 1, lS9i • 
Recording - Effect. 
All conveyances of real estate made before 
January 1, 1898 and acknowledged or proved acc-
ording to the laws in force at the time of such 
making and acknowledgment or proof, have the 
same force as evidence, and may be recorded in the 
same manner and with the same effect, as convey-
ances executed and acknowledged in pursuance of 
this title. 1953 
57-3-10. Legal description of real property and 
names and addresses required in instruments. 
(1) No instrument executed after July I, 1983, 
which affects real property shall be entitled to rec-
ordation in the office of any county recorder unless 
the instrument contains a legal description of the 
real property affected. All county recorders shall 
refuse to accept the instrument for recording until a 
description of the real property is inserted. 
(2) No property transfer instrument presented for 
recording after July 1, 1981 shall be entitled to rec-
ordation in the office of any county recorder unless 
the instrument contains the names and mailing 
addresses of the grantees in addition to that infor-
mation required under subsection (1). All county 
recorders shall refuse to accept the instrument for 
recording until that information is inserted. i«t3 
57-3-11. Original documents required - Captions 
- Legibility. 
Unless otherwise provided, documents and instr-
uments presented for recording in the office of the 
county recorder shall be original documents and 
contain a brief caption stating the nature of the 
document or instrument. Documents and instrum-
ents presented for recording shall also be sufficiently 
legible for the recorder to make certified copies. 19S3 
Chapter 4. Validating Certain 
Conveyances 
57-4-1. Deeds of mayors aad territorial probate jadges 
under Townsite Act. 
57-4-2. Mayor's deed prior to Jaaoary 1, 1913. 
574-3. Deeds of mayors, probate or district jadges 
ackaowtedged before recorder or clerk. 
57-4-4. All iastrameats recorded prior to Jaaaary 1, 
1943. 
57-4-1. Deeds of mayors and territorial probate 
judges under Townsite Act. 
All deeds made and executed prior to January 1, 
1913, by the mayors of cities and probate judges of 
counties in the state or territory of Utah under the 
| law relating to the * rules and regulations under the 
i Townsite A c t / that do not appear to have been 
signed or executed before any subscribing witness, 
or that are not subscribed by any witness, as requ-
I ired by any law of the state or territory of Utah 
existing at the time of making such deed or instru-
*\g\ Code • Co 
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takes effect, for an offense committed, or for the 
recovery of a penalty or forfeiture incurred, shall be 
affected by the repeal, but the proceedings may be 
conformed to the provisions of these revised statutes 
as far as consistent. ifS3 
68-2-10. "Heretofore" and "hereafter" defined. 
The terms "heretofore" and "hereafter" as used in 
these revised statutes, have relation to the time when 
the same take effect. I9S3 
Chapter 3. Construction 
68-3-1. C M I I M I law adopted. 
61-3-2. Statates ia derogatioa of comam law NberaHy 
coartraed - Rates of equity prevail. 
61-3-3. Reviled statates aol retroactive. 
68-3-4. Civil aad crimiaat retaedies aot merged. 
68-3-5. Effect of repealiaf a statute. 
68-3-6. Ideatical arovisioas deeaMd a coatiaaatioa, aot 
•ew eaactBMBat. 
68-3-7. Toae, aow eotapated. 
68-34. Waca a day appelated if a holiday. 
68-3-f. Seal, aow affixed. 
68-3-16. Joiat aataority b aataority to Majority. 
68-3-11. Rales of coastractioa at to words aad phrases. 
68-3-12. Rales of coastractioa as to these statates. 
68-3-1. Conuoon law adopted. 
The common law of England so far as it is not 
repugnant to, or in conflict with, the Constitution 
or laws of the United States, or the Constitution or 
laws of this state, and so far only as it is consistent 
with and adapted to the natural and physical cond-
itions of this state and the necessities of the people 
hereof, is hereby adopted, and shall be the rule of 
decision in all courts of this state. i§S3 
68-3-2. Statates in derogation of comoMHi law 
liberally cosstnied - Rides of equity prevail. 
The rule of the common law that statutes in der-
ogation thereof are to be strictly construed has no 
application to the statutes of this state. The statutes 
establish the laws of this state respecting the subjects 
to which they relate, and their provisions and all 
proceedings under them are to be liberally construed 
with a view to effect the objects of the statutes and 
to promote justice. Whenever there is any variance 
between the inks of equity and the rules of common 
law in reference to the same matter the rules of 
equity shall prevail. tfss 
68-3-3. R o b e d statates oot retroactive. 
N o part of these revised statutes is retroactive, 
unless expressly so declared. n o 
68-34. Civil sad criaaioal remedies aot merged. 
When the violation of a right admits of both a 
civil and criminal remedy, the right to prosecute the 
one is not merged in the other. tm 
68-3-5. Effect of repemttag a statute. 
The repeal of a statute does not revive a statute 
previously repealed, or affect any right which has 
accrued, any duty imposed, any penalty incurred, or 
any action or proceeding commenced under or by 
virtue of the statute repealed. rio 
68-34. identical provision deemed a 
cttttiaaatsoa, aot new enactmeat. 
The provisions of any statute, so far as they are 
the same as those of any prior statute, shall be 
construed as a continuation of such provisions, and 
not as a new enactment. ttss 
68-3-7. Tiaje, how cotnpated. 
The time in which any act provided by law is to 
be done is computed by excluding the first day and 
including the last, unless the last is a holiday, and 
then it also is excluded. 1053 
68-3-8. When a day appointed is a holiday. 
Whenever any act of a secular nature, other than 
a work of necessity or mercy, is appointed by law or 
contract to be performed upon a particular day, 
which day falls upon a holiday, such act may be 
performed upon the next succeeding business day 
with the same effect as if it had been performed 
upon the day appointed. 1953 
68-3-9. Seal, bow affixed. 
When the seal of a court or public officer is req-
uired by law to be affixed to any paper, the word 
"seal" includes an impression of such seal upon the 
paper alone, as well as upon wax or a wafer affixed 
thereto. In all other cases the word "seal" may 
include a scroll printed or written. 1943 
68-3-10. Joint authority is authority to majority. 
Words giving a joint authority to three or more 
public officers, or other persons, are to be construed 
as giving such authority to a majority of them, 
unless it is otherwise expressed in the act giving the 
authority. 1953 
68-3-11. Roles of constinctioa as to words and 
phrases. 
Words and phrases are to be construed according 
to the context and the approved usage of the lang-
uage; but technical words and phrases, and such 
others as have acquired a peculiar and appropriate 
meaning in law, or are defined by statute, are to be 
construed according to such peculiar and appropr-
iate meaning or definition. 1953 
68-3-12. Rales of construction as to these 
statates. 
In the construction of these statutes the following 
rules shall be observed, unless such construction 
would be inconsistent with the manifest intent of the 
Legislature or repugnant to the context of the 
statute: 
(1) "Month" means a calendar month, unless 
otherwise expressed, and the word "year," or the 
abbreviation "A.D." is equivalent to the expression 
•year of our Lord." 
(2) "Oath" includes "affirmation," and the word 
"swear" includes "affirm." Every oral statement 
under oath or affirmation is embraced in the term 
"testify,* and every written one, in the term 
"depose." 
(3) "Signature" includes any name, mark, or sign 
written with the intent to authenticate any instru-
ment or writing. 
(4) "Writing" includes printing, handwriting, and 
typewriting. 
(5) "Person" includes individuals, bodies politic 
and corporate, partnerships, associations, and 
companies. 
(6) The singular number includes the plural, and 
the plural the singular. 
(7) Words used in one gender comprehend the 
i other. 
(8) Words used in the present tense include the 
future. 
(9) 'Property" includes both real and personal 
property. 
(10) "Land," "real estate," and "real property" 
include land, tenements, hereditaments, water rights, 
possessory rights, and claims. 
(11) "Personal property" includes every descrip-
tion of money, goods, chattels, effects, evidences of 
! rights in action, and all written instruments by 
which any pecuniary obligation, right or title to 
property is created, acknowledged, transferred. 
CodroCo 
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the time or place of holding the same is changed, as 
prescribed in this chapter, an action, special proce-
eding, writ, process, recognizance or other procee-
ding, civil or criminal, returnable, or to be heard Or 
tried, at that term is not abated, discontinued or 
rendered void thereby; but all persons are bound to 
appear and all proceedings must be had at the time 
and place to which the term is adjourned or 
changed, or, if it fails, at the next term. i*» 
78-7-11. Proceedings commenced may continue. 
Where the trial or hearing of an issue of fact 
joined in an action or special proceeding, civil or 
criminal, has been commenced at a term of a court 
of record, it may, notwithstanding the expiration of 
the time appointed for the term to continue, be 
continued to the completion thereof, including, if 
the cause is tried by a jury, all proceedings taken 
therein until the actual discharge of the jury, or, if 
it is tried by the court without a jury, until it is 
finally submitted for decision upon the merits. i t o 
78-7-12. Change of place of trial because of 
calamity. 
The judge or judges authorized to hold or preside 
at a court appointed to be held in a county, city or 
town may, by an order filed with the clerk and 
published as he or they may prescribe,* direct that 
the court may be held or continued at any other 
place in the city, town or county than that appoi-
nted, when war, insurrection, pestilence or other 
public calamity, or danger thereof, or the destruc-
tion of or danger to the building appointed for 
holding courts, may render it necessary, and may in 
the same manner revoke the order, and iff his or 
their discretion appoint another place in the same 
city, town or county for holding court. if«3 
78-7-13. Sheriff to supply covrt rooms w i n 
county commissioners neglect. 
If suitable rooms for holding the district court 
and for chambers of the judge are not provided in 
the place appointed for holding said court in any 
county by the board of county commissioners, tog-
ether with attendants, furniture, lights and statio-
nery sufficient for the transaction of business, the 
court or the judge thereof may direct the sheriff to 
provide such rooms, attendants, furniture, fuel, 
lights and stationery; and the expenses incurred, 
certified by the judge to be correct, are a charge 
against the county and must be paid out of the 
general fund thereof. 1*93 
78-7-14. Coarts having a seal enumerated. 
Each of the following courts shall have a seal: 
(1) The Supreme Court. 
(2) The district courts. 
(3) The circuit courts. OTT 
78-7-15. When seal mutt be affixed. 
The seal of the court need not be affixed to any 
proceeding therein, or document, except: 
(1) To a writ. 
(2) To a certificate of the probate of a will, or of 
appointment of an executor, administrator or gua-
rdian. 
(3) To the authentication of a copy of a record or 
other proceeding of a court, or of an officer 
thereof, or of a copy of a document on file in the 
office of the clerk. ttss 
78-7-16. Powers of judge contradistinguished 
from court. 
A judge may exercise out of court all the powers 
expressly conferred upon a judge as contradisting-
uished from the court. ma 
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78-7-17. Powers of every judicial officer. 
Every judicial officer has power: 
(1) To preserve and enforce order in his immed-
iate presence, and in proceedings before him, when 
he is engaged in the performance of official duty. 
(2) To compel obedience to his lawful orders as 
provided by law. 
(3) To compel the attendance of persons to testify 
in a proceeding before him in the cases and manner 
provided by law. 
(4) To administer oaths to persons in a proceeding 
pending before him, and in all other cases where it 
may be necessary in the exercise of his powers and 
duties. i*53 
78-7-18. Power to punish for contempt. 
For the effectual exercise of the powers conferred 
by the next preceding section {78-7-17) a judicial 
officer may punish for contempt in the cases prov-
ided by law. i*53 
78-7-19. Repeated application for orders 
forbidden. 
If an application for an order, made to a judge of 
a court in which the action or proceeding is 
pending, is refused in whole or in part, or is granted 
conditionally, no subsequent application for the 
same order can be made to any other judge, except 
of a higher court; but nothing in this section applies 
to motions refused for any informality in the papers 
or proceeding necessary to obtain the order, or to 
motions refused with liberty to renew the same. itS3 
78-7-20. Disobedience, contempt. 
A violation of the next preceding section [78-7-
19] may be punished as ji contempt, and an order 
made contrary thereto may be revoked by the judge 
who made it, or vacated by a judge of the court in 
which the action or proceeding is pending. its* 
78-7-21. Proceedings unaffected by vacancy in 
office of judge. 
No proceeding in any court of justice, in an 
action or special proceeding pending therein, is 
affected by a vacancy in the office of all or any of 
the judges, or by the failure of a term thereof. i*S3 
78-7-22. English language to be used. 
Every written proceeding in a court of justice 
shall be in the English language, and judicial proc-
eedings shall be conducted, preserved and published 
in no other. i*s3 
78-7-23. Abbreviations and numerals may be 
• ted . 
Such abbreviations as are in common use may be 
used, and numbers may be expressed by figures or 
numerals in the customary manner. r*S3 
78-7-24. Process and procedure when statutory 
provisions insufficient. 
When jurisdiction is, by statute, conferred on a 
court or judicial officer, all means necessary to 
carry it into effect are also given, and in the exercise 
of jurisdiction, [sic] If the course of proceeding is 
not specifically pointed out, any suitable process or 
mode of proceeding may be adopted which may 
appear most conformable to the spirit of the statute 
or of the rules of procedure. itsi 
78-7-25. Judicial decisions to be rendered within 
sixty days. 
No judge of the circuit court or district court shall 
keep in his possession any matter in controversy not 
decided by him which has been finally submitted for 
his consideration and determination beyond a sixty-
day period, unless circumstances causing such delay 
are beyond his personal control. \m 
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